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Lights And Sounds At Sonarama 2008
Marco Mancuso

The history of sound-light relationship

is  almost  three  centuries  old,  a

complex and labyrinthine path, full of

key characters and moments for the

history of audiovisual art as we now

know it.

From the  clavecin  oculaire  (1740)  of

t h e  J e s u i t ,  p h y s i c i s t  a n d

mathematician Louis-Bertrand Castel,

to the colour organs (1895) of Wallace

Rimington   the  colour  keyboards

(1910)  of  Aleksandr  Skrjabin,  the

Clavilux (1920) of Thomas Wilfred, the

optophonic  piano  (1920)  of  the

Russian  futurist  painter  Vladimir

Baranoff  Rossiné,  up  to  the  pop

Joushua Light Shows in the 1970s and

the avant-garde Futurist and Kinetic

art movements (forgive the time gap,

but movies and videos dominated for

years  the  experimental  audiovisual

artistic  world).

So,  you can understand that it’s  not

simple in a festival, organize a special

section about  this  theme.  Especially

when we should try to refuse a mere

exhibition logic and add the historical

element,  that  is  important  in  this

particular  era  (just  as  Amsterdam

S o n i c  A c t s  t r i e d  t o  d o  a t  t h e

beginning of the year). In other terms,

unlike  the  exhibition  part  of  the

festival  (Sonarmatica,  read  the  valid

critic by Claudia D’Alonzo), Sonarama

simply  avoided  this  kind  of  parallel

and decided to present some projects

about light use as a counterpart to the

audiovisual.

.

Light&Sound  is  the  t it le  of  the

exhibition  at  Centre  D’Art  Santa

Monica,  curated  by  Oscar  Abril

Ascaso,  Roc  Jimenez  de  Cisneros,

Anna  Ramos  and  Advanced  Music  .
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This title obviously suggests that the

curators  want  to  underline  light’s

importance in the history of kinematic

art: in theory it is right, but I think that

maybe the results is not so effective

because  Sonarama and  Sonarmatica

weren’t  “curated”  in  the  same  way

(and  with  the  same  economic  and

space funds). For the first time Sonar

exhibition sections were about a really

i m p o r t a n t  t h e m e :  k i n e m a t i c

experience, cinema beyond cinema.

However ,  usua l ly  Sonar  sees

Sonarmatica as the festival exhibition

section,  and  this  made  Sonarmatica

(except for Sonarcinema and Sonar a

la  carte),  always  focused  on  the

audiovisual  elements,  unable  to

express  all  the  potentialities  of  its

concept.  So,  I  hope a  return  to  the

distinction between spaces and ideas:

in Sonar large and complex exhibition

there’s  room for  ideas  and projects,

with a balance between spaces and

availability, projects and artists.

.

Sonarama  saw  the  presence  of  a

special guest: the famous Edwin van

Der Heide. And guess what? Yes, with

his project Laser Sound Performance.

To be honest, I’ve seen Edwin many

times  in  the  last  years:  I  can  still

perfectly  remember  one  of  his  first

performances  at  Transmedial  some

years ago, in the small room of Maria

am  Ostbahnof.  I  must  admit  that,

even if  I  admire his intelligence and

sensitivity,  proved by  other  projects

focused on the physical “visualization”

of sound, his LSP lost most of its usual

synaesthetic  features.  In  2006  I

invited  him  to  perform  in  front  of

Kiefer’s Towers at Hangar Bicocca for

the  Mixed  Media  festival;  maybe

Edwin  van  Der  Heide  lef t  of f ,

paradoxically  for  Sonarama,  the

kinematic  aspects  of  his  project

(focused  on  the  lack  of  fog,  an

element  that  allows  to  create  light

buildings as a fascinating moment for

the public),  in order to focus on the

analysis of the possible mathematical

variants  in  the Gausse’s  visualization

of electronic sound (be careful: I said

electronic  and  not  digital,  so  it’s

physical).

In one of the upper rooms of Centre

D’Art  Santa  Monica,  Sonar  audience

saw  a  project  fundamental  in  the

history  of  contemporary  Audiovisual

Art,  that is a part of a larger artistic

context, but I think (you know, critics

often  fall  in  love  with  efficacy  and

precision)  it  is  showing  signs  of
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fatigue.

.

Moreover,  Sonarama  presented

another artist who has always focused

his  artistic  works  on the audiovisual

synaesthetic  perception.  Here  again

we find the perception dynamics, that

don’t  have  always  to  be  a  part  of

sound-light  relationship  history,  an

important  e lement  but  not  as

essential  as  Light&Sound theme.  I’m

talking of  Mark Fell,  a  British sound

and audiovisual artist, who presented

at Sonar festival his project 8 Square

Waves and Phase Locked Blue Light

In  the  central  room of  Centre  D’Art

Santa  Monica,  a  circular  structure

made up of eight speakers and eight

luminous  LED  elements  was  as  an

always  present  perception  entity.  It

l ighted  up  in  some  part icular

moments,  following  an  audio-video

score played live by Mark Fell himself.

This live performance, focused on the

a n a l y s i s  a n d  r e c o g n i t i o n  o f

psychological  and perception effects

of  sounds  and  l ights  on  man’s

neuroretinal  apparatus,  seemed  too

banal ,  even  i f  there  were  very

interesting “physical” sounds, and too

repetitive with no great or new ideas.

The audience sat at the center of the

circle  and  could  understand  the

potentialities  of  an  artistic  project

focused  on  sound-light-space

relationship.

And  I  think  that  this  architectural

element, made even bigger by the use

of light as a means of space analysis,

is  the  most  interesting  element  of

Sound&Light  exhibition.  Maybe  it

wasn’t  well  represented  in  the

e x h i b i t i o n  b u t  i t  r e p r e s e n t s

Sonaramatica  general  concept:  the

kinematic  experience,  the  capability

to  “get  out”  of  the  screen  two-

dimensional  space,  to  go towards  a

more  complex  and  architectural

relationship  with  the  space  that

surrounds the audience and the artist.

.

In my opinion, also Pablo Valbuena‘s
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project  is  on  the  wavelength:  this

Spanish  designer  and  artist  was  at

Sonar  festival  with  his  Augmented

Sculpture Series. He was interviewed

about this project by Bertram Niessen

(the  interview  was  published  on

Digimag 33 � April 2008) and he now

confirms his excellent works that I’ve

already  seen  on  the  Internet,  You

T u b e  a n d  h i s  w e b s i t e .  P a b l o

Valbuena’s  augmented  sculptures

perfectly, but in a shy way, enter the

architectural space; they are as they

are because they can be “closed” in a

corner of the room.

The procedure is simple but effective

and elegant: light is projected on an

architectural  structure in  dark room,

taking  into  considerat ion  the

audience’s  perception  and  the  eye

c a p a b i l i t y  t o  s e e  t h e  c o l o u r

differences  in  the  light  and shadow

areas.  Valbuena’s  installation  maybe

follows a precise audiovisual scheme

(but  I’m not  sure)  and it  shows the

great  potentialities  of  this  discipline

that  is  a  combination  of  design,

audio-video and architecture, just like

other  s imi lar  projects  such  as

Halbzeug-Surface  Refinement  by

Visomat  (presented  this  year  at

Netmage and Club Transmediale)  or

the wonderful Carillon Chandelier by

Claudio Sinatti.
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.

Other  two  projects  close  Sonarama

2008  exhibition:  Cube,  a  beautiful

luminous LED structure that reacts to

the music  proceeding from the rich

database  of  Minus  label,  by  Richie

Hawtin,  and  the  live  installation

Farophonia  Sintetica by the Spanish

group Sonom. 

www.sonar.es
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Future Past Cinema: Sonarmatica 2008
Claudia D'Alonzo

With  the  t it le  “Cinema  Beyond

Cinema”,  the  Multimedia  section  of

Sonar 2008 wanted to offer a look on

the different meanings that the word

“cinematographic”  has  taken  on

nowadays,  in  particular  through  the

“SonarMàtica” exhibition with the title

“Future Past Cinema” and the “Digital

à la Carte ” video interactive database.

The  redefinition  of  the  concept  of

c i n e m a ,  a s  a  p e r c e p t i v e  a n d

experiential  phenomenon  of  the

image in motion, is a more and more

important  topic  in  many  festivals

dealing  with  electronic  art;  it  is

enough  to  think  about  the  concept

Cinematic Experience of the last Sonic

Acts  festival  in  Amsterdam  ,  which

took place last February. People find

the theoretic necessity of putting the

c o n t e m p o r a r y  a u d i o v i s u a l

experimentation in a wider and more

definite  disciplinary  panorama,  the

cinematographic  one,  by  tracking

down,  in  the  experiments  on  the

optics  and  the  perception  of  pre-

cinema,  the  theoretic  and  technical

presuppositions  of  many  present

experiences. A reference to cinema as

a  structure  where  percept ive

dynamics  can  be  established,  by

going  beyond  codes  and  rules  that

brought to its linguistic definition.

Sonar gets in this direction through an

exhibition, “Future Past Cinema”, that,

although it does not have pretension

t o  f o r m u l a t e  r e a l  t h e o r e t i c

hypotheses,  makes  an  interesting

c o m p a r i s o n  b e t w e e n

protocinematographic techniques and

a selection of live performances and

installations  of  contemporary  artists.

The project of José Louis de Vicente,

Oscar  Abril  Ascaso  and  Advanced

Music  is  the  second  “chapter”  of  a

trilogy that was inaugurated last year

and is devoted to the links between

the art of the nineteenth century and

that  of  the  twentieth  century.  The

exhibition of this year was focused on

a  comparison  between  history  and

innovation, thanks to the exhibition of

machines  of  the  nineteenth  century

belonging to the collection of Tomàs
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Mallon and contemporary works; this

was  possible  thanks  also  to  the

collaboration  with  the  Medialab-

Prado  and  the  Cinema  Museum  in

Girona.

.

This  meeting  between  Sonar  and

museum  institutions  gave  life  to  a

well-conceived  and  developed

curatorial project, an exhibition where

each  contemporary  work  was

c o m b i n e d  w i t h  a  m o d e l  o f

protocinematographic  machine  or

technique,  among  which  zoetropes,

m a g i c  l a n t e r n s ,  a n d

chronophotographs.  A  parallel  route

among  the  stages  of  the  cinema

origin  and  present  artists  that  use

again  and  develop  those  same

experiments and those same illusions

which contributed to the start of the

magic of the image in motion.

Like Utsushi-e, the shadow theatre of

the  eighth  century,  which  was

considered one of the techniques that

gave  origin  to  the  modern  oriental

animation,  used  again  by  Takashi

Kawashima  in  a  live  performance,

Takashi’s  Season,  given  during  the

exhibition  and  combined  with  a

model  of  magic  lantern.

The  artists  build  their  set  l ike  a

shadow  theatre,  a  fairy-tale  play  of

forms that is prepared by the artist in

perfect  synchrony  with  the  digital

backgrounds.  A  contorted  and

imaginary construction of forms that

find it hard to become a real story, in

which the main fascination is given by

the  mixing  of  digital  landscape  and

performers, which are both actors and

narrating voices.

.

Another live work that was presented

during  Future  Past  Cinema  was  the

wonderful  Demi-Pas,  a  set  of  live

cinema  by  French  Julien  Maire,  in

which the artist literally builds, for the

public, a short artisan film, where the

projector light illuminates and distils

life  from  mechanical  masks  hiding

small pictures, worlds in motion that
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are created in real time by the artist,

in order to build a story, but also an

atmosphere.  Through  his  dream

machines, Julien Maire immerses the

s p e c t a t o r  i n  a  p a n o r a m a  o f

suspension,  poised  between  the

poetry of the screen and the physical

reality of the machine that is put into

action by the performer.

The  installation  that  was  combined

with  the  famous  experiments  of

Muybridge was “We are time. We are

the famous”; this was created by Andy

Cameron,  Oriol  Ferrer  Mesià,  David

McDougall,  Joel  Gethin  Lewis  and

H a n s i  R a b e l  f o r  F a b r i c a .  T h e

interactive  work,  presented  for  the

first time in 2006 at Pompidou Centre

in Paris , uses the mechanism, typical

of  the  chronophotography,  of  the

division  of  the  motion  in  small

particles of still time, microsequences

of  the  public  who  was  invited  to

reassemble  and  disassemble,  in  real

time, two different simulacra.

.

Also Boxed-ego was interesting; it is

an  installation  by  Alvaro  Cassinelli,

who creates a kind of contamination

between the technique of peep show

and  the  video  corridor  of  Bruce

Nauman.  By  drawing  the  spectators

to  spy  in  a  box,  which  contains  a

reproduction of the exhibition space,

Cassinelli  captures  their  images  by

means  of  a  stereoscopic  system  of

video cameras. Cassinelli captures, in

the  box,  the  spectator’s  ego  and

stages a three-dimensional version of

t h e  w e l l - k n o w n  b u t  a l w a y s

destab i l i z ing  paradox  of  the

observer/observed.

The “Digital à la Carte” section offered,

on the contrary, a very wide overview

of  the  development  that  digital

technologies  and  the  online  spread

mode are producing in the audiovisual

field, presented through four different

projects:

-  Homo  Ludens  on  the  net  by  Eric

Berger and Laura Baigorri, a series of

games,  websites  and  interactive

installations  through  which  it  is

possible  to  define  the  story  of

v i d e o g a m e s  b o t h  a s  a  m a s s

entertainment sector and an evolution

in  the  construction  of  audiovisual

environments  and  narrations.

-  All  You  Zombies,  a  selection  of

videos from the homonymous cinema

work by English  Jonathan Caouette,

created through a selection of music
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videos  that  were  founded  on  the

Internet, a web version of the found

footage technique in which, at least in

the  version  that  was  presented  at

Sonar,  the  artist  does  not  apply  an

assembly  process  and  an  original

reassembly of the materials, but gives

to  the  user  the  opportunity  to  surf

freely from a video to another.

-  The  Notodofilmfest.com  of  Bigas

Luna,  a  Spanish competition looking

for  talented  people,  which  offers,

through the means of the Internet, a

showcase to authors of music videos

and short films.

.

Finally, Live Cinematic, the section

which was overseen by Mia Makela, is,

within Digital à la Carte, the project

with more interesting works, this

thanks to a selection of artists

representing the present context of

the audio-video interaction in real

time, among which Rechenzentrum,

Hotel Modern, Transforma and Light

Surgeons.

Mia Makela presents, with Live

Cinematic, a collection of videos and

recordings of live performances of

unquestionable level, but preferring

the celebration of well-known people

from the international audiovisual

sector to the search for something

really new. 

www.sonar.es
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Once Is Not Enough
Antonio Caronia

In 2007, Eva and Franco Mattes (aka

0100101110101101.ORG)  created

Sinthetic  Performances,  a  series  of

“live”  actions,  which  were  led  in

Second Life with their avatars, making

use  of  some  classical  and  historical

performances of contemporary art.

To be precise, they performed again

Chris Burden’s “Shoot” (1971), in which

the US-artist had wanted to be shot in

an arm in a public space in California;

“Seedbed”  (1972),  in  which  Vito

Acconci  masturbated  in  the  space

below a staircase of an art gallery in

New  York;  “Imponderabilia”  (1975),  a

Bolognese event where the visitors of

an exhibition had to enter through a

very narrow space, which was almost

completely  obstructed  by  Marina

Abramovic  and Ulay’s  naked bodies;

“Tapp und Tastkino”, performed many

times between 1968 and 1971 by Valie

Export and Peter Weibel, in which the

visitor could touch the artist’s breasts,

who was hidden by a box that  was

shaped like a sort of closed theatre;

finally, the famous “7000 oaks”, with

which,  during  the  “Documenta  7″

exhibition  in  Kassel  in  1982,  Joseph

Beuys encouraged the public to plant

7000  oaks  to  create  a  wood  that

could remain, in time, a symbol of this

e x h i b i t i o n  a n d  o f  t h e  s o c i a l

potentialities  of  art.

I  have  already  mentioned  the  “re-

enactment”, that is, the repetition, the

restaging or the recreation of artistic

performances or historical events of a

more or less recent past, in the article

with the title “Chi ha paura di Janez

Jan�a”  in  the  March  issue  32  of

“Digimag”,  apropos  of  the  action  ”

Mount Triglav on Mount Triglav ”  of

the  Slovenian  artists.  If  it  is  worth

talking more in detail about this topic,

it  is  not  only  because  these  three

artists,  who  today  are  called  Janez

Jan�a,  are  organising  the  exhibition

“RE:  akt !  Reconstruct ion,  re-

enactment, re-reporting, overseen by

Domenico Quaranta, which is opening

a t  t h e  N a t i o n a l  M u s e u m  o f

Contemporary  Art  in  Bucharest  in

January  2009  and  which  is  then
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moving  to  Ljubljana  and  to  Rijeka

(Croatia).  The  fact  is  that,  if  we

e x a m i n e  t h i n g s  w i t h  a  b i t  o f

perspective,  we will  realize  that  the

re-enactment  is  a  widespread

phenomenon  and  that  it  is  able  to

make  us  discover  some  interesting

things  concerning  contemporary  art

and its interaction with digital culture.

.

Therefore,  let’s  begin  with  a  little

history. Yes, because Eva and Franco

Mattes  or  Janez  Jan�a  did  not  start

from scratch:  their  merit  is  to  have

made  use  again  of  some  practices

that  were  already  operating  and,

through  the  use  of  synthet ic

environments such as Second Life but

not  only,  to  have  started  a  deeper

reflection on these practices. The idea

of  performing  ancient  historical

events again is not new: in Italy, the

Palio,  the  “Carroccio”  (  medieval

ceremonial  cart  bearing  the  city

standard) in Legnano (Northern Italy)

and  many  other  similar  costume

parades;  in  Great  Britain  and in  the

USA, the so-called “pageants”, faithful

and  sometimes  meticulously  manic

representations of the battles of their

r e s p e c t i v e  c i v i l  w a r s  i n  t h e

seventeenth and eighteenth century,

are only the first examples that come

to mind.  However,  at  the  origins  of

the  documentary  film,  already  with

Robert  J.  Flaherty,  we can see how

the  director  put,  together  with

shooting  from  life,  some  simulated

reconstructions  of  the  events  he

wanted to document (e.g. the hunting

or fishing of the Inuit  in “Nannok of

the North”).

In this field, a real turning point was

marked by Peter  Watkins,  a  brilliant

and  too  often  forgotten  English

d i r e c t o r ,  a  s u p p o r t e r  o f  a

programmatic  contamination

between history and fiction. From the

Sixties  onwards,  Watkins  has  always

made  reconstructions  of  ancient

historical events (“Culloden”, 1964; the

monumental  ”  La  Commune-Paris  “,

1871,  2000),  based on action  scenes

but also on interventions of the actors

who,  with  intentional  anachronism,

commented on the events as if they

were speaking nowadays; whereas, in

films like “The War Game” (1965), “The

Gladiators”  (1969),  or  “Punishment

Park”  (1970),  he  created  strange

hypothetical  situations,  some  fiction

films that were presented as if  they

were documentaries. Everything with

remarks  that  lucidly  and  pitilessly

aimed  at  finding  the  shameful  and

13



hypocritical  manipulations  of  the

political  and  economic  powers.

.

Since the end of the Nineties, people

have  started  to  practise  the  re-

enactment also in the field of visual

arts.  In  1999,  French  Pierre  Huyghe

created  the  two-channel  video-

installation “The Third Memory”.  It  is

the  re-enactment  of  the  famous

robbery at Chase Manhattan Bank in

Brooklyn on 22 nd August 1972, from

which Sidney Lumet, three years later,

drew  inspiration  also  for  his  classic

film “Dog Day Afternoon”, where the

protagonist  was  Al  Pacino.  Huyghe

used  old  John  Woytowiczs,  the

perpetrator of the robbery (organised

to  finance  his  friend’s  operation  to

change sex), now grown fat and lazy

after  several  years  in  prison,  but

completely at ease (so it seems) in his

role  as  the  “director”  of  the  re-

enactment  of  the  events,  of  the

positions and of the dynamics of that

afternoon,  which  was  supposed  to

have much influence on his following

life. The comparison between this re-

enactment  (on  a  screen)  and  the

original shooting of the robbery mixed

with scenes from Lumet’s film (on the

other  screen)  does  not  a im  at

restoring a  presumed “truth”,  but  at

showing how much our perception of

the  facts  has  been  influenced  by

fiction  and  the  media.

Woytowiczs,  in  the  film  of  1999,

cannot  do  nothing  but  imitate,

although  he  plays  a  so  “personal”

event,  Al  Pacino,  and  not  as  the

protagonist  in  “Dog  Day  Afternoon”,

but  as  the  Godfather,  a  role  that  is

much more suitable  for  his  physical

aspect and for his part in the fiction of

1999.

However,  the  artist  that,  more  than

any  other  person,  has  explored

possibilities  and  limits  of  the  re-

enactment in this new decade of the

century,  is  maybe  English  Rod

Dickinson.  His  manic  precision  of

going back to the scene of the events

b y  w h i c h  h e  w a s  s t r u c k  a n d

impressed is excellent. But this does

not mean that Dickinson is itching for

philology,  on  the  contrary:  what

characterises his work is his ability to

extract  the  elements  of  a  certain

event  that  are  more  pertinent  in

relation to the new reading that can

be made even after a few decades.
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Somehow, his works seem to achieve

what  Benjamin  said,  already  in  the

Thirties of last century, apropos of the

“dialectic” feature of some images, in

which what matters is not the time of

their production, but the time of their

“new reading”, that is, the time during

which they gain what the thinker from

Berlin  called  “now  time”  (Jetztzeit):

t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  c o n c e n t r a t e  i n

themselves all the meaning of an age.

So  Dickinson  “repeated”  one  of  the

most shocking experiments of social

psychology,  the  famous  “Milgram

experiment” of 1960 (The Milgram Re-

enactment,  2002),  in  which  the

American  psychologist  from  Yale

revealed how a lot of people have so

deeply  introjected  the  principle  of

authority  that  are  ready  to  inflict

electric  discharges  to  other  human

beings,  if  they  are  asked  this  by

“authority” figures during an academic

experiment.

Two  years  later,  Dickinson  made

people  l ive  again,  at  the  ICA  in

London, the massacre of the Davidian

cult  of  David  Koresh  by  the  FBI  in

Waco,  Texas,  in  1993  (“Nocturn:  The

Waco  Re-enactment,  2004):  in  his

“reconstruction”,  in  a  stadium,  the

tragedy  is  divided  into  its  elements

(the  reciprocal  posit ion  of  the

spectators that “play” the victims and

the  attackers,  the  deafening  and

piercing soundtrack in which the FBI

intended to overcome the Davidians’

resistance),  even to  point  out,  as  in

the  previous  “The  Milgram  Re-

enactment”, a person-society conflict

that is apparently fundamental for the

artist.  However,  exactly  this  analytic

ability  brings  Dickinson  ,  on  other

occasions,  to  present  some  re-

enactments of events that have never

happened, which are created with so

much  accuracy  that  they  hide,  or

make very difficult to discover,  their

falsity.

There  is,  then,  “The  Air  Loom”,

presented at the Piet Zwart Institute

in  Rotterdam  in  2005,  a  refined

reproduction of a machine that is able

to control the Londoners’ (and above

all the Prime Minister’s) minds, in 1810;

or  the  “Greenwich  Degree  Zero”

installation,  planned  with  novelist

Tom MacCarthy and created in 2006,

i n  w h i c h  t h e  v e r y  d e t a i l e d

reconstruction  of  a  failed  anarchic

attack  against  the  Observatory  in

London in 1894 serves to start again a

reflection on the role of the media and

of technology in the construction of
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experience and of public memory.

.

Even from a so short and incomplete

r e v i e w ,  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e

phenomenon of the re-enactment is

linked  to  the  issue  of  “technical

reproducibility” of the work of art (or,

if you prefer, to its media feature), and

to  the  reflections  that  have  been

opened on this topic from the essay

“The  Work  of  Art  in  the  Age  of  its

Technical  Reproducibility”  (1936)  by

Walter Benjamin. It is one of the last

consequences  of  the issue of  “open

work”,  of  the  depreciation  of  an

“original”,  of the relational feature of

t h e  a r t i s t i c  e v e n t  a n d  o f  t h e

awareness  of  the  social  and  ethical

responsibility  of  each artistic  action.

However, the re-enactment is not so

much the expression of a neo-avan-

-garde  experimentalism,  like  many

“open works” from the Sixties and the

Seventies  of  last  century;  it  is  the

expression  of  a  crisis  of  the  history

and  of  the  tension  of  the  common

citizen that wants to be part of it in a

more complete way.

As the German scholar from Berlin ,

Jennifer  Al len,  says,  in  the  re-

enactment  the  public  becomes  a

witness, for whom “the original event

becomes  historical  and  takes  on  a

temporal  dimension  and  asserts  its

statute of history appearing as a fair

event,  with  a  finite  length.  In  other

words,  it  is  the  re-enactment  that

makes the event an origin, giving it a

definition and an identity that maybe

it did not have”. In this aspiration of

the  re-enactment  to  turn  a  chaotic

past, a shapeless coherence, into a fair

and  definite  experience,  which  only

with  repetition  and  a  new  reading

gains  a  possible  sense,  history  does

not  have  a  normative  and  closed

feature: on the contrary, it appears, as

it was already for Benjamin, as a field

of possibilities, in which not only the

future, but also the past is constantly

rewritten.

.

However, the re-enactment (and here
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it has a pertinence and an affinity with

digital culture, also when it does not

explicitly  use  digital  means)  shows

also  a  strongly  linguistic,  or  better,

meta-linguistic feature. In translating

historical, cultural, artistic events from

a context to another, from a medium

to another (re-enactments are almost

always also “re-mediations” as Bolter

and  Gruisin  meant),  this  particular

form  of  expression  br ings  the

language to a sort of zero degree, it

strongly  underlines  its  characteristic

of  communicative  potentiality:  in

short,  the re-enactment is  a kind of

“performative  statement”,  in  which

the  fact  of  stating  something,  the

ability of language to put in order and

express  relational  actions  is  more

important  than  the  content.  

www.0100101110101101.org

www.mnsi.net/pwatkins/

www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_H

uyghe

http://www.milgramreenactment.org

/

http://www.hartware-projekte.de/fra

meset.htm

www.aksioma.org

www.reakt.org/
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Do It Yourself. From Punk To Web 3.0
Giulia Simi

It  is  already  known  that  western

societies  �  based  on  marketing,

communication  and  advertising  �

often rejected some controversial and

revolutionary  activities  that,  years

later,  were  considered  very  cool

attitudes.

For  example,  let’s  think  about  the

several  adverts  of  these  years  with

a m b i g u o u s  m e n  a n d  w o m e n ,

becoming  fascinating,  mysterious,

attractive and erotic.  I  wonder what

Urs Lüthi. the controversial emblem of

transvestism in performing arts in the

1960s,  would  think  if  he  knew  that

thirty  years  later  he  could  be  in

television with a dreamy look and a

cocktail  in  his  hands.  We know that

society  changes,  traditions  develop

and marketing is waiting for the best

m o m e n t  t o  c o m e  u p  w i t h  i t s

strongest  weapons:  relics  of  past

artistic  and  social  revolutions,  now

made mere “trendy mood”.

In  this  sense,  web  2.0  rediscovered

and brought to the forefront the so-

called “Do it yourself” (DIY), with punk

origins. Hey user, why don’t you do it
yourself  your web pages,  your blog,
your  community,  your  web  life?  It’s

not a bad idea. Nowadays, what gives

us energy is creativity,  our desire to

personalize everything, individualism.

We want to emerge, we’re scared by

the  possibility  to  disappear  in  the

mass.

.

This  happens  in  (the  so-called)  real

life,  but  also  in  virtual  life.  So,  why

should  I  have  a  web  page  l ike

everybody, since I could have, without

any  effort,  a  web  page  made  and

invented by me, rediscovering my old
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“Lego bricks syndrome”? The web 2.0

companies  understood  it,  and  gave

great  importance  to  virtual  spaces

personalization and to users-authors’

freedom.

Just  to  mention  some  of  the  most

evident  examples:  from  Flickr,

Myspace, Youtube, Facebook, to the

latest inventions such as Ning , a sort

of meta-social network that offers the

users the possibility to invent, create

and  organize  their  own  community.

Users  are  constantly  fascinated  by

freedom  and  independence  that  all

these websites offer. And Netvibes ,

with  over  10  million  users  every

month, launches its DIY universe ,  a

personalization project.  Users create,

organize and control.  We could say:

they’re free. But if we think about it

for  a  moment  and  analyze  these

advertised  independence  activities,

we’ll find out the real trick: the lack of

control and power over the creation

t o o l s ,  i . e .  a r c h i t e c t u r e  a n d

development  codes.

It  means  taking  the  “do  it  yourself”

philosophy  and  depriving  it  of  its

subversive  powers:  creation  and

control tools. In punk it meant getting

rid of majors (Do it yourself not EMI),

while  in  this  case  it  could  mean

getting rid of the greatest monopolies

such as Google-Yahoo. However, the

“Do  it  yourself”  concept  of  Google

generation  is  like  a  puppet  without

strings.
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So web 2.0 is really useful, with its

fascination and attraction tools, its

ability to make us feel like real web

designers and online artists (just to

have a higher self-esteem), but also

writers, film-makers, photographers

and everything else. But don’t forget

that, among blogs and tag clouds,

freedom is not a gift, and that DIY is

something more than a widget or a

personalization web page.

he exhausting, hard but real DIY 

means discovering new languages

and new ways and places of

expression. You can’t find it in the

soft, glossy and luminous web 2.0

pages with 100 million users every

month, but in the less peopled and

less charming networks of artists,

activists, and hacktivists. Don’t forget

it while you’re visiting Facebook and

Myspace. Web 3.0 could start from

here.
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Ludic Technology. Hacker Space Festival
Clemente Pestelli

What would the Net look like today

without  the  hackers?  What  would

computers  be  today  without  the

contribution  of  free  software  and

o p e n  s o u r c e ?  W h i c h  a r e  t h e

convergence areas  between art  and

technological experimentation?

These are just some of the questions

that Hacker Space Festival  poses to

its audience. This festival,  at  its first

season,  is  an ambitious  variation on

Italian  hackmeetings  and  other

important  European events,  such  as

the  Chaos  Computer  Club  (CCC)

Camp  .

Hacker Space Festival 2008 was held

from the 16th to the 22nd of June at

the /tmp/lab near Paris and, since the

very  beginning,  i t  has  set  the

ambitious goal to gather people from

t h e  m o s t  v a r i e d  c u l t u r a l  a n d

technological  backgrounds,  so  as  to

give life to a sharing network among

the different experiences of different

European hacklabs.

The special merit of the project was

its insistence on the social and ludic

dimensions of new technologies and

its effort to separate the figure of the

hacker not only from the stereotype

of the criminal breaking illegally into

computing systems, but also from

that of the nerd devoted to activities

on hardware and software that are an

end in themselves.

.

As a matter of fact, if reality is more

and  more  permeated  with  devices

capable of altering and re-configuring

the  everyday  act ions  of  each

individual,  the organizers  trace back
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the concept of hacking to its original

m e a n i n g  o f  “ c r e a t i v e  u s e  o f

technology” ,  with  the  goal  of

presenting, developing and sharing, as

Deleuze  and  Guattari  would  say,  a

wide  range  of  cross-practices  of

active  resistance  to  the  present.

Not by chance, besides the traditional

issues  of  the  hacker  world,  such  as

free  software  dissemination,  privacy

protection  and  critics  to  copyright,

the festival presented many speeches

and workshops on the ludic approach

to  technology,  as  for  example  the

prototype  of  a  potato-operated

hurdy-gurdy  for  insane  musical

performances

(l’Orgue  à  Patates  by  k.  Rockshire  �

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7

9MRgbWyaqA)  or  the  software  that

turns a Wii remote into a practical and

handy vibromasseur.

.

But surprises don’t end here. The ludic

approach  often  mixes  with  the

pol i t ica l  approach  of  contro l

technologies  détournement.  The  ”

C o n s u m e r  B  G o n e ”

(

http://www.tmplab.org/2008/06/18/

consumer-b-gone;

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d

PQ6yPr4Ueg)  ,  a  tr ibute  to  the

renowned  TV-B-Gone,  a  remote

control  with  just  the  switch-off

button, is a viral (sent through MMS or

Bluetooth)  method  for  blocking  the

wheels of a shopping cart, making it

unusable  (within  the  most  perfect

anti-consumerism  spirit),  by  simply

reproducing  the  signal  of  a  remote

antenna with the bell  of  a  common

mobile phone.

Another  f ield  of  interest  is  the

intersections  and  convergences

between  hacking  and  art :  the

performance  with  the  unequivocal

title 

/bootlog – a metaphysical sexual
experience 

 investigates the relations

between body and machine, starting

f r o m  e r o t i c  i n s t i n c t s  ,  w h i l e

Mediengruppe  Bink  reproposes  its

O p e r a  C a l l i n g  

(

http://www.opera-calling.com/about

), an intelligent hack for spreading the

contents of an opera play by phone

and opening its closed spaces to the

public.
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.

As far as politics and control forms are

concerned,  the  lecture  What  is

terrorism?, by reporter Anne Roth

(http://annalist.noblogs.org),  is

interesting  and  representative.  She

proposes the controversial  events of

her  husband  Andrej  Holm,  arrested

with  the  charge  of  involvement  in

terroristic organizations, because of a

sequence  of  amazing  coincidences,

such as having searched the net with

suspicious  words  or  not  having  an

emai l  address  coded  with  the

t r a d i t i o n a l  c r i t e r i o n

name.surname@domain.

In  short,  the Hacker  Space Festival  

widens  and  enriches  the  European

panorama of events dedicated to the

comparison  and  sharing  of  hacking

practices of all kinds, in the hope of

strengthening  a  network  capable  of

putting  in  touch  practices  and

backgrounds  from  every  single

national  set-up.  

www.hackerspace.net
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Brumaria, Militant Publishing
Lucrezia Cippitelli

Brumaria  is  a  six-monthly  magazine

that was founded in Madrid in 2002. It

is  an  artists’  project,  a  militant

editorial  project  that  reflects  on the

fertile  boundary  ground  among

artistic,  social and political practices,

with  an  engagé   and  maybe  old-

fashioned view, which in a period of

post-post  cultural  and  political

re lat iv ism  rea l ly  makes  a  b ig

impression.

It is enough to read the tagline of the

magazine to be taken back to some

decades  ago:  ”  our  objective  is  to

circulate  theoretical/practical

materials  relative  to  artistic  and

aesthetic  ideas  and their  relation  to

the  inherent  social  and  political

structures  “.  In  ten  publications,

B r u m a r i a  h a s  t a l k e d  a b o u t

globalisation,  spectacularisation  of

the  information,  net  art  and  artistic

practices connected with networking,

art  and  revolution,  art  and  “radical

political  imagination”,  video  art,

chainworkers,  Avant-garde.  After

three  issues  dealing  with  more

general  topics,  Brumaria  started  to

publish  thematic  editions,  each  of

which is  focused on a specific topic

and edited by a specific editor.

Above all,  Brumaria has given space

and  voice  to  theorists,  crit ics,

sociologists  and artists  who are  not

only from Europe and Spain , but who

come also from different countries in

Latin America .  They form nearly anunicum  
in  a  context  where  the

postcolonial  theorists  have  found

editorial  space,  since  the  Nineties,

only in the most institutional field of

Art with a capital  A (it  is  enough to

think about projects like “Third text” or

“Atlantica”) or they have been totally

ignored in the context � nearer to us �

of media, activism, mailing lists, which

have  always  been  containers  of

practices  and  studies  that  are,

however experimental, Eurocentric or

USA-centric  with  sporadic  and

disorganised forays into non-western

fields.
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The issue 10 of this magazine, which

came  out  some  weeks  ago,  was

entitled “Video en Latinoamérica. Una

historia  crítica”  and  was  edited  by

Laura  Baigorri,  a  Video  lecturer  and

Media  Arts  and  Net  Art  curator  in

Barcelona . The publication is a survey

that  is  very  near  to  the  academic

research and to the creative writing

on video art in Latin America, and it

includes some texts of artists, editors,

theorists  and writers coming from a

different country in Latin America and

dealing with the history of video art in

their country.

Argentina,  Mexico,  Venezuela,  Cuba,

Central America, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil,

Bolivia, the diaspora in the USA. Each

essay restores the ranks of a context

of  experimentation  that  is  poised

among cinema, video, documentation

and media, dating back to the Sixties

a n d  a r r i v i n g  a t  t h e  m o s t

contemporary  practices.

A s  B a i g o r r i  e x p l a i n s  i n  t h e

introductory  text,  Latin  America  has

been  widely  forgotten  by  European

and  North  American  historiography,

above all as far as the history of the

Video and the experimentations after

the Second World War are concerned.

There are several partial histories that

were  written  in  a  militant  way  in

various  Latin  countries,  but  there  is

not  any  complete  general  reflection

that takes stock of the situation and

legitimates  a  history  that  is  parallel

and  certainly  not  a  copy  of  the

European  and  US-research  in  a

rumba/salsa/cha-cha version, written

by the poorer and less lucky brothers.

.

Therefore,  this  history  is  completely

shapeless, incoherent, wide, probably

written in a partial way by people that

are,  at  the  same  time,  producers,

authors, experimenters and they have

lived a part of this history. However, it

is  exactly this width and this search

aiming not at giving an abstract and

univocal,  but  a  rather  branched,

diversified  and  non-homogeneous
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l ine  that  makes  this  work  a  real

attempt to create a realistic panorama

of  conceptual  differences  and

distinctive  features  of  the  creative

processes  of  the  continent.

However,  to  build  a  synopsis  that

reveals  one  “Latin”  soul  is  a  naïve

utopia of western people, who often

think that they can do the same thing

with a bit exotic continents, like Africa

or Asia , for example. However, is not

trying to give a definition that joints

all  the  different  European  histories

and cultures as much naïve?

Exactly  the  will  not  to  segregate

oneself causes the work to play on the

“diversity” of the Latin American video

in comparison with the western one.

In  fact,  the  stories  that  Rodrigo

Alonso,  Graciela  Taquini,  Lucas

Bambozzi,  Raul  Moarquech  Ferrera

Balanquet,  Fernando  Llanos,  José

Calros  Marategui  and others  narrate

show  that  Latin  America  is  unique

because  of  its  relationship  with

Europe and the  USA,  of  its  colonial

history,  of  its  postcolonial  history,

marked by violence, exploitation and

military  dictatorships,  imposed  by

external  political  powers.

.

Therefore, far from looking for a local

uniqueness,  however  non-existent,

the book shows how in each country

in Latin America the history of artistic

practices was marked by the constant

awareness of what happened, at the

same time, in the rest of the world (a

feeling  that  is  totally  unknown  to

western people) and by a continuous

attempt to build an interior and local

network that gave voice to the urgent

need of communication of that place

at that particular moment.

I t  i s  a  c o m p a r a t i v e  s t u d y  o f

contemporaneity  that  always  refers

from the interior to the exterior and

vice  versa,  that  was  carried  out

throughout the twentieth century by

artists  and  intellectuals  in  Latin

America and that was thus traced by

the protagonists of the history of the

video art on which Brumaria focuses.

Such way of conceiving the present,

which always focuses on keeping the

awareness  of  what  is  happening

locally and around the world,  as we

can see, is something innate in Latin

American culture and it arrived only a

few years  ago in  the  European and

North  American  academies  and

r e s e a r c h  s p a c e s  a s  a  f o r m  o f

theoretical avant-garde in the way of

conceiving and narrating the history

of modernity again.
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At the end of the book there is a very

rich  and  precious  bibliographical

study including a list of websites, an

essential  instrument  for  finding  out

something  more  about  names,

exhibitions, movements and spaces.

I t  i s  i m p o r t a n t  n o t  t o  f o r g e t

“Iberoamérica Act”,  a Latin American

mailing list  for the discussion on art

and the media, a space around which

the  relationships  among  the  many

contributors of this work has formed. 

www.brumaria.net/erzio/publicacion/10.html
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The Artist As Artwork In Virtual World – Part 1
Domenico Quaranta

In the last years, we saw an increasing

development of artistic activities in virtual

worlds. At the beginning, these virtual worlds

were just game-places (MMORPG) [1] or

communication tools (chat, MOO, etc…) [2] ,

and included art as a mere peripheral issue,

that was seldom supported and often refused

by other users.

I t  was  due  to  the  fact  that  the

purpose  of  these  wor lds  was

different, but also to the lack of the

necessary tools for the development

of artistic practices and of points of

reference. For this reason, art in virtual

worlds used performances as its own

means of communication: improvised

events, that are often forgotten (but

constant)  in  those  worlds  and  that

adopt  the  players’  communication

tools  to  convey  a  message.

I  know  only  one  “constructive”

example  of  architecture  in  virtual

world by an important artist in 1997:

Lawrence  Weiner.   Weiner  was

consulted by an ada’web for an online

project, and decided to focus on the

idea  of  Internet  as  a  public  space,

exchange  and  communication  tool,

that  needed  to  be  reinvented.  He

brought  into  the  virtual  space  his

famous  statements  and  his  unique

way  of  using  physical  space  of

galleries  and  museums.   Ada’web

staff, a new media venture launched

three  years  earlier  by  the  curator

Benjamin Weil, decided to work with

Palace , a three-dimensional chat that

in  the  1990s  seemed  to  be  a  great

success.  Through  Palace,  users  can

create, design and furnish their own

thematic  “palaces”.   In  collaboration

w i t h  a d a ’ w e b  a n d  d u r i n g  h i s

exhibition  at  Leo  Castelli’s  gallery  (then,  now & then 
,  February 15  th �

March  15  th  1997),  Weiner  launchedHomeport 
, a “palace” that represents

in Palace virtual space the white cube

of the gallery, covered with symbols

and writings. The program users can

use this space as a public space where

they can meet and chat.
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Virtual Performances

Palace still  exists,  but  Homeport   is
not  available  anymore.  But  what

wasn’t  successful  was  the  idea  of

including artists in virtual worlds. After

Homeport  ,  that  wanted  to  leave  a

mark  on  the  synthetic  walls  of  a

virtual  world,  Palace  had  to  do  it

illegally. In 2002, the American artist

and  curator  Anne-Marie  Schleiner

leaded  a  group  of  artists  (Brody

Condon  and  Joan  Leandre)  in  the

development of Velvet-Strike project,

hacking of the popular online shooter

video-game Counter Strike (1999) [3] .

hey invented pacifist spray cans that

all users can install on their own game

version  and  use  to  write  on  walls,

during  the  shoot-outs.  Anyone  can

work on the project by creating new

graffiti,  using  the  already  existing

ones  and  reporting  the  raids  in

Counter-Strike  .  The  three  authors,

video-games  fanatics,  while  George

W.  Bush  was  promoting  the  fight

against  terrorism,  began  to  think

about  the  borderline  between  real

and  fake  violence,  and  about  the

propagandist  use of  video-games.  If

reality  enters  video-games,  video-

games  can  become  political  debate

spaces; however, this idea didn’t seem

to  be  successful  among  Counter-
Strike  players, that blamed the group

of  artists  for  repeating  old  critics

about  v ideo-games,  wi thout

understanding  the  real  nature  of

video-gaming.

.

Also  the  American  Joseph  Delappe

tried  several  times  to  bring  the

political  debate  into  virtual  worlds.

Since 2001, Delappe organized some

performances  inside  on-line  video-

games, public places where you can

address a general public, not just an

artistic one. Delappe mostly uses the

textual chat in the game in order to

sabotage  the  game  i tse l f ,  by

introducing new issues, new themes

and new stories.
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In War Poetry , for example, in the on-

line shooter video-games you can find

poetical texts by some war veterans,

introduced  as  authentic  recitals;  in

Quake/Friends (2003), Quake III Arena

becomes the set of an episode of the

popular tv show Friends; in The Great

Debates (2004)  we can find the three

famous tv Bush-Kerry confrontations

in  d i f ferent  game-sets  ( f rom

Battlefield  Vietnam  to  The  Sims

Online);  and  in  dead-in-iraq  (since

2006),  America’s  Army   (the  online

video-game  developed  by  the

Pentagon  with  explicit  propaganda

and  recruitment  purposes)  was

introduced to show to the players the

list of the names of the dead soldiers

in Iraq from the beginning of the war

until  now.  But  it  has  been  almost

impossible  to  complete  the  list:  the

other players killed it before the end

of the performance.

.

I f ,  o n  t h e  o n e  h a n d ,  D e l a p p e

sometimes succeeded in promoting a

genuine  political  debate  also  in  the

online  shooter  video-games,  on  the

other hand in the chats and MMOGs

without  any  game  connotation  it

becomes possible to develop artistic

projects  in  a  constructive  way.

Mouchette ,  the  popular  virtual

character of the 1990s, played herself,

and the project’s themes (sensuality,

death,  sexuality  in  an  immaterial

world)  are  discussed  in  her  textual

chat-room  and  in  some  graphical

contexts.

In 2004,  Katherine Isbister and Rainey

Straus   launched  the  SimGallery

project,  that  brings  into  The  Sims

Online the exhibition space where the

project is presented. They wanted to

a n a l y z e  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  t h e

combination  of  high  culture  with

gaming culture, but also the aesthetic

features  of  virtual  worlds,  and  to

understand what can be the future of

art in virtual worlds. The project was

innovative because it took advantage

of the chance of manipulating objects

and spaces and because it was aware

of the existence, in The Sims Online ,

of an increasing community of artists

or  art-fans.  However,  even  though

these artists spread a “call for entries”,

the project has never become a real

“art gallery”.

And The Sims Online,  unlike Second

Life,  has  never  become  a  real  art

experimenting platform.
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Virtual Worlds as Art Worlds

Second  Life  (SL)   was  launched  in

2003  by  a  smal l  and  v is ionary

Californian  company,  that  took  its

name from its address:  Linden Lab .

We  could  explain  its  success  as  an

artistic environment in different ways,

but I think there are two valid reasons.

The first  reason is  explained in  the

preface by Matteo Bittanti to Second
Life  ,  by  Mario  Gerosa  (2007)  [4]  :

“ S e c o n d  L i f e  i s  a  m i x t u r e  o f

heterogeneous practices and techno-

social  phenomena:  virtual  reality,

open source, creative commons, Web

2.0 and MMOGs”.

Second  Life  has  much  in  common

with the on-line games, but it’s not a

game. Like many Web 2.0 platforms, it

mixes  community  activities,  creative

tools and sharing tools. It depends on

the creative actions of its users, and

considers them as real copyrights. It

sets up a meritocratic society, where

aristocracy  is  made  up  of  those

people  who can  surprise  the  others

thanks to the quality of their job (of

course,  the  monarchs  are  still  the

Lindens).  It  uses  some  basic  Web

features  in  3-D  contexts,  and  many

consider  it  as  the  first  step  to  3-D

Web.  “It  is  better  than  Microsoft

Office”, once an artist said. “Here, at

least you have a body…”.

The second reason of its success was

suggested  by  Philip  Rosedale,  the

creator  of  Second Life  ,  in  a  recent

interview  with  David  Kushner  [5]  .

Rosedale  explains  how  the  idea  of

Second  Life  became  something

concrete  during  Burning  Man,  a

performing arts  festival  in  the Black

Rock  Desert  of  Nevada.  Rosedale

detected a “magical social construct”

and he tried to bring it into his virtual

world:  “Burning  Man  is  wondrously

purposeless… It asks you not to have a

reason  to  be  there.  You  think  you

could die out there, and you could die.

It gets colds, the wind comes up on

you.  You’re  brought  together  by  a

need  to  protect  each  other  in  the

harsh  environment.  People  are

brought  together  by  their  desire  to

help  each  other  through  it  at  the

beginning…  Burning  Man  is  Second

Life”.
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Second Life  uses all this as its main

resource.  Second  Life  is  not  just  a

virtual  world:  it  is  an “art  world”,  as

Howard Becker said: “the network of

people  whose  cooperative  activity

produces  the  kind  of  art  world  is

noted for. Its members coordinate the

activities that produce the work, using

conventional  concepts  of  the

common  practice”  [6]  .

In  Second  Life,  art  is  produced,

exhibited,  commented,  sold  and

collected.  It  is  available  in  different

ways and kinds, and it gets in touch

with  other  communities  and  other

systems:  avatar  architecture,  design

and projects. There is a furnishing art

and a research art. Performances are

still  the  most  important  elements:

besides  “pure”  performances,  in  a

virtual  world every art activity has a

performing value � sculptures can be

animated,  while  architecture  and

buildings  are  often  sensitive  and

multimedia environments,  that users

have to explore.

 

NOTE:

[1]Massive(ly) Multiplayer Online Role-

P lay ing  Game .  a re  a  genre  of

computer  online  role-playing  games

in  which  a  large  number  of  players

interact interact with one another in a

virtual world. Players assume the role

of  a  fictional  character  and  take

control over many of that character’s

a c t i o n s ” .  F r o m  W i k i p e d i a ,

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/MMORP

G

[2] “MOO (MUD object oriented) is a

text-based  online  virtual  reality

system  to  which  multiple  users

(players)  are connected at the same

t i m e ” .  F r o m  W i k i p e d i a ,

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/MUD_Ob

ject_Oriented

[3] Counter-Strike is a popular multi-

player shooter video-game, originated

from a Half-Life modification by two

university students in 1998. It was later

developed by Valve Software, and its

success is  due to the fact  that  it  is

published as a free mod of Half-Life,

uses its graphic engine and you can

play  it  on-line.  From  Wikipedia,

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counter-

Strike.  Il  sito  ufficiale  del  gioco  è

http://www.counter-strike.net/

[4] Mario Gerosa, Second Life , Milano,

Meltemi 2007, p. 7.
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[5]  David  Kushner,  “Inside  Second

Life”, 2007, available on the Internet at

http://www.rollingstonemagazine.it/

page.php?ID=579

[6] In Howard S. Becker, Art worlds ,
Berkeley,  University  of  California

Press,  1982.,  p.  34.  

LINK:

http://adaweb.walkerart.org/

http://www.thepalace.com/

http://adaweb.walkerart.org/project/

homeport/

http://www.opensorcery.net/velvet-

strike/

http://www.delappe.net/

http://www.simgallery.net/ 
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Sonarcinema 2008. Music For The Eyes
Alessio Galbiati

The section of the Sónar of Barcelona

dedicated  to  the  seventh  art ,

SónarCinema  ,  was  held  for  the

eleventh time (the first season being

held in 1998), during all the three days

of the festival, from noon to 8 p.m., as

usual at the Auditorium of the Centre

de  Cultura  Contemporània  de

Barcelona  .

This year,  and for the first time, the

organisers  of  the  kermes  chose  a

common theme for all  the extras of

this  festival  that  has  always  had

interdisciplinarity as its distinguishing

feature.  This  character  has  been

clearly  expressed  in  its  diurnal

location,  in  the  structures  of  the

above-mentioned  CCCB  and  of  the

MACBA ( Museu d’Art Contemporani
de Barcelona ).  This common theme

was cinema: Cinema beyond Cinema 

was the theoretical idea to which all

different  fields  were  linked,  i.e.

SónarMàtica , Sonarama , Digital Art À

L a  C a r t e  a n d  �  o f  c o u r s e  �  t h e

exhibition  SónarCinema:  a  choice

made  for  ratifying  a  reconciliation

between  digital  art  and  the  early

cinema  or,  more  in  general,  the

prehistory  of  images  in  movement,

which lately has been imposing itself.

A choice that aims at questioning the

present  to  understand  the  future,

through the awareness  that  what  is

brought up for discussion again by the

revolution  of  digital  media  has  the

same  ontological  basis  of  visual

stimulations following one another on

the retina, the same limit met by the

magic lantern and by the audience of

nickelodeons at the beginning of the

XX  century,  perhaps  the  very  same

audience  of  the  beautiful  piece

e x p o s e d  i n  t h e  c o r r i d o r s  o f

SonarMàtica  .
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Perhaps, SónarCinema  is an oasis of

coolness and peace, before anything

else, where to refresh the body from

the tight and exhausting programme

of the Catalan festival.  I’ve attended

the festival for a few times and I feel

the  need  to  put  in  some  words  to

describe,  to  whom  has  never  been

here, the unique modality of fruition

of  images  in  movement,  a  modality

which  has  the  merit  of  setting  the

vision  of  images  all  around a  much

richer context.

A few minutes sitting in this very cool

room are enough to remember that

outside  it  a  whole  world  of  sounds

and images is flowing fast. You have

the  sensation  to  be  surrounded  by

music which indeed filters trough the

walls,  giving  its  echo  back.  In  this

exceptionally  marginal  cinematic

oasis,  curator of the section Andrew

Davies plays with the Sónar , offering

a  p o l y m o r p h i c  e x h i b i t i o n  o f

heterogeneous material made up of 14

different selections, for a total of 58

works and 48 directors involved. Total

runtime: 585 minutes, a little less than

ten hours!.

During the three days of the festival,

the  projection  schedule  gave  each

work  the  opportunity  to  be  seen

twice,  within  a  democratic  logic  of

v i s i b i l i t y  o f  e a c h  u n i t .  I t  i s  a

p o l y m o r p h i c  e x h i b i t i o n  o f

heterogeneous material linked by the

common  theme,  which  this  year  is

n a m e d  C i n e M a t e r i a l  ,  o r  t h e

manipulation of pre-existent material

through editing. Davies, whom we will

interview  for  the  next  issue  of

DigiMag,  carves  out  a  niche,  in  the

heterogeneity of SónarCinema , for his

homonymous  micro-manifest-

-exhibition,  made up of three works

t h a t  c a n  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  r e a l

paradigms  of  the  themes  that  have

made  this  season  of  SónarCinema  

come  t rue .  The  rest  i s  chaos ,

organised  in  the  form  of  a  menu

selection that,  on one side,  answers

the  need  of  the  organisers  to  give

visibility  to  the  contributions  of  a

number of artists and, on the other,

stages the multitude of  audio/video

material  developing  around  the

electronic  scene  all  over  the  world.

.

What’s certain is that Andrew Davies’s

exhibition has been, this year as well,

rich in varied material, maybe a little

inclined  to  present  little-known
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works,  exposing  himself  to  criticism

on the debatableness of his choices.

But  during  ten  hours  of  scheduling,

something  interesting  will  be  surely

projected, also for the more delicate

palates.

CineMaterial

A s  a l r e a d y  m e n t i o n e d  i n  t h e

introduction, Andrew Davies selected

very carefully the main menu of this

season of SónarCinema. CineMaterial 

is a reflexion on manipulation and on

the  appropriation  of  pre-existent

material :  i t  is  a  theme  broadly

represented in the other sections of

this selection, but here it is brought to

a level of explicit evidence.

Norbert Pfaffenbichler’s work, Mosaik

Mécanique  (9 ’30 ″ ,  2007) ,  i s  a

manipulation-decomposition of a 1914

Keystone classic (  A Film Johnnie  ,
directed by George Nichols),  starred

by Charlie Chaplin and Fatty Arbuckle:

he created a symmetrical  grid of 98

different squares, each one showing a

different single sequence delimited by

editing cuts.  The total  length of the

mosaic  is  the  same  of  the  original

movie. What is dilated is the concept

of  sequence:  they’re  all  presented

simultaneously.

Work,  Rest  &  Play  by  Vicki  Bennett

(People Like Us, 2007) “plays” instead

with the tripartition of image, staging

with  an  absolutely  original  modality

what could be the dreams of the little

boy  who  is  on  screen  from  the

beginning to the end. Bennet creates

a  stratified  message,  open  to  a

multitude  of  interpretations,  putting

together a number of images coming

from  industrial  archives  from  the

period 1940-1975, recorded in two of

the  largest  web  film  libraries,  the

Prelinger  Archives  and  the  AV  Geeks.

Finally,  the work that struck me the

most: Kristall ,  directed by Christoph

Girardet  and  Matth ias  Mül ler

(Germany/2006,  15′).  This  multi-

a w a r d e d  s h o r t  f i l m  i s  t h e

quintessence of the love for cinema,

since it collects a remarkable number

of sequences extracted from a set of

renowned films from the period 40s’-

60s’.  The  protagonists  of  these

sequences are actors caught in front

of the mirror in an astonishing game

of reflections that, beyond its intrinsic

beauty and the emotions it releases,

r e v e a l s  a  s e t  o f  c o n v e n t i o n s

characteristic  of  classic  cinema.  The

woman  that  thoughtfully  looks  at

herself  in  the  mirror  while  combing

her hair, the angry man that shatters

the mirror and, again, the woman that

reads a letter in front of the mirror and

the  man  that  steals  in  behind  the

woman in front of the mirror; Girardet

e  Müller  assembled  a  breathtaking

sequence,  which  will  remain,  once

grasped  by  the  eyes,  an  indelible

memory,  pure  poetry  in  images.  ”

Kristall   creates  a  melodrama inside
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seemingly  claustrophobic  mirrored

cabinets. Like an anonymous viewer,

the  mirror  observes  scenes  of

intimacy.  It  creates an image within

an image,  providing a frame for the

characters. At the same time it makes

t h e m  a p p e a r  d i s j o i n t e d  a n d

fragmented. This instrument for self-

a s s u r a n c e  a n d  n a r c i s s i s t i c

presentation  becomes  a  powerful

opponent that increases the sense of

fragility,  doubt,  and  loss  twofold”

(Christoph  Girardet  &  Matthias

Müller).  

www.thewire.co.uk/files.php?file=614&action=

stream

www.pfaffenbichlerschreiber.org/en/

FilmVideo/MOSAIKM%c9CANIQUE

www.german-films.de/app/filmarchi

ve/film_view.php?film_id=1490

 

.

What The Future Sounded Like

Director:  Matthew  Bate;  producer:

Claire  Harris;  sound:  Richard  Pilcher

(Stereo 5.1  Surround Sound);  motion

graphics:  Greg  Holfeld;  super-8

sequence: Ian Helliwell; sound design:

Pete  Best;  sound  edit:  Liam  Price;

mixer:  Peter  Smith;  post-production:

Facility  The  Lab;  post-production:

Meredith Hosking; archive researches:

Archive  Research  Claire  Harris;

archivefootage:  Crown  Copyright,

Film  Images,  Film  Australia  ITN

Source,  Reuters,  British  Pathe,  BBC

Motion  Gallery,  Getty  Images,  Terry

Nation Estate, EMS Archive, Tristram

Cary Archive, Peter Zinovieff Archive,

Film World, Canberra Times, Yancey e

Hawkwind  Archives;  co-produced

with: Australia Film Commision, South

Australian Film Corporation, Adelaide

Film  Festival  Investment  Fund,

Australian  Broadcasting  Corporation

(ABC);  format:  HDV  and  Digital

B e t a c a m  –  1 6 : 9  W i d e s c r e e n

Anamorphic;  country:  Australia,

production  year:  2007;  runtime:  27′

This  interesting  documentary,  very

British from the point of view of the

production  (interviews  and  stock

footage  are  the  carrying  structure),

tells  the  memories  of  one  of  those

musical research institutes devoted to

electronic, much less renowned than

the  Paris ian  GRMC  (Groupe  de

recherche de musique concrète), run

by  Pierre  Shaeffer,  or  than  the
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C o l o g n e  r a d i o  s t u d i o  W D R

(Westdeustcher  Rundfunk),  run  by

Beyer,  Eimert  e  Mayer-Eppler  (but

Stockhausen is their most renowned

name),  or  also  than  the  Ital ian

phonology  studio  RAI,  run  by  the

brilliant  Bruno  Maderna  e  Luciano

Berio, and whose headquarters were

in corso Sempione in Milan.

A minor story that finds, in this short

Australian  documentary,  a  tool

fundamental in the years to come for

handing  on  the  experience  of  the

studio to future generations. Born in

the ’70s from the necessity of a group

o f  a v a n t - g a r d e  m u s i c i a n s  t o

experiment new futuristic  sonorities,

the Electronic Music Studios (EMS) is

linked  to  the  names  of  two  great

pioneers of  electronic:  Tristram Cary

(famed  for  the  soundtrack  of  the

legendary  television  Doctor  Who
series) and Peter Zinovieff. One of the

most  successful  synthesisers  of  all

times, the esoteric VCS3 (the true rival

of  the  Moog),  was  born  in  these

studios  and  was  used  by  the  most

famous bands for over 40 years: from

Brian  Eno  to  Pink  Floyd’s  The  Dark
Side of the Moon , from Aphex Twin

and Chicken Lips to David Bowie (but

the list could go on forever). What The
Future Sounded Like  puts back in its

place a fundamental  element of  the

musical research of the XX century, it

is a bridge between two ages, it is the

story of the sounds that surround us.

www.myspace.com/whatthefuturesoundedlik

e

www.whatthefuturesoundedlike.com

www.ems-synthi.demon.co.uk

www.analogdays.com

 

.

Pilgrimage from Scattered Points

D i r e c t o r ,  w r i t e r ,  e d i t o r  a n d

photographer: Luke Fowler; producer:

Toby Webster ( The Modern Institute );
score: Carnelius Cardew, The Scratch

Orchestra,  Thurston  Moore;  country:

UK ; production year: 2006; runtime:

45′.

“Pilgrimage from Scattered Points” is

the  odd  title  of  this  documentary

d i r e c t e d  b y  L u k e  F o w l e r  a n d

presented  at  SónarCinema  2008  .
D u r i n g  i t s  4 5  m i n u t e s ,  t h e

documentary  tells  the  story  of  the
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avant-garde  musician  Cornelius

Cardew  (1936-1981)  and  its  Scratch

Orchestra  (founded  in  1968),  a

experimental  music  ensemble

composed  of  non-professional

musicians and created with the totally

political  purpose  of  a  real  musical

liberation of the population. A utopian

project  of  liberation  of  the  masses,

music  for  anyone  produced  by

anyone,  in  accordance  with  the

Marxist motto “Silence is therefore the

o n l y  p o s s i b l e  m e a n s  o f

communication”.

The  direction  of  the  Scottish  thirty-

year-old  Luke  Fowler  is  frantic,

characterised by an incessant editing

that  seems  to  pursue  the  idea  of

giving  an  atemporal  form  to  the

material.  It  is  a  really  interesting

choice  that  requires  a  monumental

work of editing and source treatment

completely  original  and  well  done.

F o w l e r  m i x e s  s t o c k  f o o t a g e ,

containing  Cardew’s  pol it ical

declarations  (Marxism  and  Maoism

tout court), with a rationed sample of

interviews  with  his  collaborators,

among which Howard Skempton and

Michael  Parsone,  remembering  the

past. However, in doing so, he avoids

the typical documentary-style, sifting

all contributions by means of a range

of visual effects and, as I said before, a

frantic editing.

Much  of  the  work  is  obviously

d e d i c a t e d  t o  h o n o u r  s o m e

performances  of  the  Scratch

Orchestra, with images taken from a

1971  documentary  of  British  public

television, Journey to the North Pole

(directed by  Hanne Boenish),  which,

thanks  to  its  big  super-8  perfectly

combines  with  Fowler’s  taste  for

“dirty” image. Even if it is divided into

chapters,  the  documentary  can’t

make itself  clear  to the audience.  It

seems that the huge work of footage

research made the director  lose the

lucidity  necessary  to  explain  with

adequate  clearness  the  events.  The

style  itself,  frantic  and  incessant,

brings  the  whole  operation  towards

the  absolute  incomprehensibility  (if

we want  to  be indulgent,  we could

call  it  “complexity”),  the  events

narrated  are  not  explained  with

wealth of detail and everything looks

like a kind of mockumentary,  a fake

documentary of  something plausible

but  completely  made  up.  But  if

everything is real, Fowler has made an

excellent documentary; at the worst,

a superb mockumentary!

The invective contained in the book

Stockhausen  Serves  Imperialism   is

absolutely appealing and, exceptional

case,  blames  the  German composer

and,  more  in  general,  the  whole

avant-garde,  for  a  whole  set  of

composition and execution modalities

that  perhaps  should  be  examined

again, to take off the pedestal much

experimentation that, for its intrinsic

complexity, we are induced by now to
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“consume” uncritically.

.

Dub Echoes

Director  and  writer:  Bruno  Natal;

motion  graphics:  Adriano  D’Aguiar

and  Juarez  Escosteguy;  filmed  by:

Bruno  Natal;  sound:  Lontra  Music;

editor: Daniel Ferro, Julio Adler, Rafael

Mellin;  score:  Digitaldubs  Sound

System;  producer:  Bruno  Natal;

country:  Brasile;  production  year:

2007;  runtime:  71′.

I  particularly  liked Dub Echoes  ,  for

some strange reason I’m unaware of.

It may be the sounds, which I didn’t

imagine could be so pleasant; it may

be the beautiful locations; it may be

the will to think of Dub as the navel of

the  electronic  music  world,  the

perfect  combination  (as  well  as  the

more lasting on the scene of sampled

music)  of  old  and  new,  past  and

present.  Dub  becomes  a  kind  of

religion, the Word turned into sound,

or even air to breathe. In the end, Dub

is  everything,  a  real  philosophy

through  which  taking  possession  of

everything around us in the most free,

democratic and peaceful way. A wind

of  creativity  that  from  Jamaica

spreads  all  over  the  world.

The most striking thing in the work of

Natal  is  the  number  of  musicians,

scholars and other people interviewed

all  around the world:  2manydjs,  Aba

Shanti-I, Adam Freeland, Audio Bullys,

Basement  Jaxx,  Beat  Junkies,  Bill

Laswell,  Black  Alien,  Bullwackie,

Bunny Lee, Congo Natty, David Katz,

Dennis Bovell,  Dj  Spooky, Don Letts,

Dr.  Das,  Dreadzone,  Dub  Pistols,  G-

Corp, Glyn Bush, Gussie Clarke, Howie

B,  Kode  9,  Lee  “Scratch”  Perry,  Ltj

Bukem, Mad Professor, Marcelo Yuka,

Mario Caldato Jr., Mutabaruka, Naç,o

Zumbi,  Peter Kruder,  Roots Manuva,

Scientist, Sly & Robbie, Steve Barrow,

Switch, Thievery Corporation, U-Roy,

Victor “Ticklah” Axelrod, Zion Train.

This choice, placed at Natal ‘s disposal

b y  a n  o b l i g i n g  a n d  m o n e y e d

production,  fits  perfectly  one of  the

strong  messages  contained  in  this

work: the idea that the Dub is spread

all  over  the  world  becomes  a  fact,

since these people are actually talking

from  the  four  corners  of  the  Earth.

And  the  rebounding  is  incredible,

there  are  shots/countershots

between  interviews  to  different

people in different parts of the world.

A man in Rio De Janeiro declares that

Dub  is  freedom  and  in  London  ,
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another man adds that this freedom

comes  from  the  very  nature  of  the

technique used. Perhaps, it is the best

documentary of this season of Sónar ,
because it  combines a quite neutral

and well realised shooting and editing

technique  with  a  very  interesting

subject, never investigated with such

wealth of detail. Bruno Natal realised

a didactic video on Dub and its echo

will  possibly  start  spreading  in  the

years to come. 

www.dubechoes.com

.

.

Part of the Weekend Never Dies

Director:  Saam  Farahmand  and

Soulwax;  editing:  Kurt  Augustyns;

photografy:  Saam  Farahmand;

producers:  Sasha  Nixon  and  Grace

Bodie; country: UK , Belgium ; release

date: 25 August 2008; runtime: 60′.

Last  year  SónarCinema  hosted  the

clamorous  Beast ie  Boys ’  DVD

(Awesome;  I  Fuckin’  Shot  That!),  in

which  50  cameras  operated  by  50

different  people,  from  50  different

point  of  view,  recorded  the  whole

performance of the New York band at

Madison Square Garden . This year, a

single  camera  records  120  shows of

Soulwax around the world.  After  all,

Part Of The Weekend Never Dies  is

one of those hagiographic audiovisual

objects  that  conveys  the  mythical

aura  surrounding  successful  bands:

journeys,  concerts,  life  backstage,

famous  and  less  famous  friends,

hotels,  airports,  fans,  groupies�

We’re taken for about an hour inside

the  Radio  Soulwax  World  Tour,  in

close contact with the 4 members of

one of the most successful bands of

the  last  few  years.  The  movie  is

produced by Factory Partixan (a real

quality  trademark)  and  directed  by

Saam  Farahmand  (together  with

Soulwax  themselves),  author  of

successful clips for Klaxons, Hercules

&  Love  Affair  and  Janet  Jackson.

Personally,  I  don’t  love  this  type  of

works much, maybe because I  don’t

have a band, and even less I happen

frequently to go on world tours. What

puzzles  me  is  the  real  meaning  of

these works that are not even capable

of conveying thoroughly the essence

of the music that is being played, they

give me the impression of a mincing

product that is an end in itself.
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I mentioned the work of Beastie Boys

not at  random, because I  think that

these two projects in a way represent

the two poles of narrating live shows:

on one side, the performance seen as

a collective event which the audience

is an active part of; on the other, the

audience is  just  the interchangeable

background  (London,  Paris,  Rio  and

Tokyo  look  l ike  a  s ing le  huge

metropolis  behind  the  stars)  and,

besides,  very  homogeneous  as  for

types of reaction to sound stimuli, and

for  look.  Moreover,  all  places  are,

according to Marc Augé, “non-places”

desolately empty of their identity. The

presence of other famous artists and

DJs  (James  Murphy,  Nancy  Whang,

Erol Alkan, Tiga, Justice, Busy P, So-

Me,  Peaches,  Kitsuné  and  Klaxons)

seems necessary  to  spice up a  dish

that might otherwise turn out to be

insipid.

Even though it is excellently realised

and will get a sure positive replay by

the  audience,  this  documentary

doesn’t  completely  convince  me,  it

fascinates but it is never sincere. After

following  the  Soulwax  around  the

world, at the end of the tour, we don’t

really  understand  who  hides  behind

this  name.  Every  hagiography

presupposes faith, otherwise the trick

gives  itself  away,  risking to  fall  into

ridicule.

The film was previewed in Spain , the

DVD will be available from the 25 th of

August, for the delight of the fans that

are  waiting  forward  to  displaying  a

new merchandise fetish in their video

library. 

http://www.partoftheweekendneverdies.com

.

.

Author’s Clips: Choreographies

Following the tradition, this year too

the  festival  couldn’t  do  without  a

selection of  clips  from the last  year

and a  half,  linked by the staging of

choreographies (a concept, to tell the

truth, applied in a very broad sense).

We  go  from  real  Broadway-style

choreographies in the clip directed by

Douglas Wilson, who plays insolently

with  the  rhythmic  instrumental  of

Goldfrapp’s  t rack,  to  the  less

conventional  and  remarkable  for  its

direction technique (single long take)

and for  the dance technique of  the

dancer  Bill  Shannon  (born  with  a
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degenerative psychomotor condition)

Work It Out , directed by one of the

most  ta lented  v ideomaker  in

circulation,  Joey  Garfield.

The  gloomy  clip  of  Bat  for  Lashes’

What’s  a  Girl  to  Do?  is  by  Douglas

Wi lson  as  wel l :  i t  i s  a  st range

choreography realised by a group of

young  boys  on  BMXs,  dressed  as

wolves  around  a  pseudo-Little  Red

Riding Hood. Buraka’s  clip brings on

the screen the incredible evolutions of

Angolan dancers struggling with the

Kuduro,  while  Eddy Fresh  stages  a

parody of hip-hop culture. Then, the

concept  of  choreography  broadens

until  including  clips  like  the  lovely

little  synthesiser  orchestra  of  Perish

Factory for Bomb the Bass, or Subway

Lung‘s  odd  anthropomorphic  pack.

Finally, the selection includes also the

clip  well-known  of  the  pop(ular)

D.A.N.C.E. of Justice, directed by the

supercool duo Jonas & François. Also

this  year,  Sónar   wished  to  pay

homage to some of the present artists

(Goldfrapp,  Justice,  Buraka  e  Kid

Acne),  with  a  little  portion  of  their

audio/video universe.

Bat for Lashes – What’s a Girl to Do? .

Regia di Dougal Wilson . 3′

RJD2 –  Work It  Out .  Regia di  Joey

Garfield. 3′ 30″

Kid Acne – Eddy Fresh . 3′

Buraka  Som  Sistema  –  Sound  of

Kuduro  .  4′

Goldfrapp  –  Happiness  .  Regia  di

Dougal  Wilson  .  3’30″

Justice – D.A.N.C.E . Regia di Jonas &

François. 3′

Trans  Am  –  Tesco  vs.  Sainsburys  .

Regia di Subway Lung. 4′

Bomb the Bass – Butterfingers . Regia

di Perish Factory. 4′

.

Author Clips: Osaka

After seeing the selection of clips at

issue, my impression was that there’s

something wrong in the air in Osaka .

You could expect an extraordinary use

of  digital  technologies  and,  instead,

you  find  yourself  facing  images,  of

course  digital,  of  course  ultra-

manipulated, but the aesthetic is not

that  of  hypertechnology.  In  short,  it

seems  to  witness  variations  on  the

theme  of  early  Shinya  Tsukamoto’s

aesthetic:  post-post-punk?!  The
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soundtrack,  very  homogeneous  but

always  quite  identical,  comes  from

some of the most experimental bands

and characters of the musical scene of

Japanese metropolis.

The musical part of the diurnal Sónar 
hosted some of the representatives of

the  scene  of  the  Japanese  city:  on

S a t u r d a y  a f t e r n o o n ,  t h e

SónarComplex  was open to the notes

of Ove Naxx, Bogulta, DJ Scotch Egg

and Morusa. Destabilizing!

Zuinos in  –  Scool  Oi  .  Regia  d i

Catchpulse

Baiyon – Under the Bridge . Regia di

Catchpulse

Nanycal  –  Drumsmemen  Father’s

Song  .  Regia  di  Catchpulse

DJ Scotch Egg – Scotch Bach . Regia

di Steve Glaisher

Ove Naxx – Donga’s Monsta Circus .

Maruosa – Muscle Spark .

.

Author Clips: Audio Dregs

Audio Dreges Recording is the name

of the Portland label founded by Eric

M a s t ,  a k a  E * R o c k :  v e r s a t i l e

multidisciplinary  artist  who  sweeps

from music to audiovisual production

with  absolute  ease.  E*Rock  makes

clips  with  flash,  a  damned  popular

software  on  the  web,  which  has

difficulty to impose itself out of it. He

produces  little,  lovely  animations  in

synchrony  with  the  accompanied

sounds,  a  light  and  fantastic  world

rises  from  the  juxtaposition  of

microsequences  of  images  in

movement:  in  the  most  modest

results, they look like much amateur

material,  but  in  his  most  successful

works he is able to create wonderful

interactions between images in flash

and  real  actors.  It  was  a  strange

choice  to  include  a  monograph  like

t h i s ,  w h i c h  i s  n o t  c e r t a i n l y

outstanding  for  its  quality  and

originality.

- Cherry  (musica: Ratatat).

-  Dead  Weird  Keks  (musica:  Global

Goon)

-  Dome  TV  pt.2  (musica:  White

Rainbow)

-  Geomagnetic  Mind  Feed  (excerpt)

(musica: E*Rock)

- I Love Your Music (musica: Tobiah)
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-  Mind  as  Master  (musica:  Sack  &

E*Rock)

- Native 78 (musica: White Rainbow)

- New  Alium (musica: Lucky Dragons)

- SHTML (musica: Yacht)

- Streets (musica: Valet)

- The Physical DJ  (musica: E*Rock)

- Uncle David  (musica: Neon Hunk)

Clip di artisti della Audio Dreg Rec.

-  O.Lamm  –  Aerial ist  .  Regia  di

Mumbleboy

- O.Lamm – Bu-ri-n-gu za-no-i-zu!  .

Regia di Ian Lynam

-  O.Lamm  –  Genius  Boy  .  Regia  di

Kumi Kamoto

- WZT Hearts – Discuss Winter . Regia

di Mark Brown

-  Melodium  –  Felt  Melt  .  Regia  di

Torisu Koshiro 

http://www.audiodregs.com

http://www.e–rock.com
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.

Mort Aux Vaches Ekstra DIEM

Kristian  Vester,  more  commonly

known  as  Goodiepal  (but  lately  he

o p t e d  f o r  t h e  n a m e  V a n  D e n

Gæoudj ipar l  Dobbelsteen) ,  is

considered one of the most influential

and  interesting  artists  emerged  in

electronica in the last few years. His

sensitiveness, his way of working, his

particular  approach  to  musical

creation  are  the  main  qualities  of  a

bizarre Danish little/big genius.

The birth of this work is odd (it was

born as  a  series  of  lectures held by

Goodiepal  at  the  Dansk  Institut  for

Elektronisk Musik, it later becomes a

book and finally a recording of one of

these  lectures  made  by  the  Dabish

television),  as  well  as  its  content,  a

theoretical  and  conceptual  ground,

very  tricky  for  a  cinema  critic  who

enters  precincts  only  sporadically

frequented. Fifty minutes of Pindaric

flights  and  musical  improvisation,

disguised as a lecture or rather as the

overflowing  monologue  of  a  genius

(whom  would  have  possibly  been

called “revolutionary” in another age). 

http://ascoltare.webeden.co.uk/#/gaeouija/4

524167296

http://www.smallfish.co.uk/shop/rel

ease/?cat=GOODIEBOOK

http://www.myspace.com/goodiepal

http://www.musik-kons.dk/diem/go

odiepal08.php

 

.

In The Name of Kernel:  Song of the

Iron Bird

Joan Leandre is a Catalan artist who

works since the beginning of the 90s’,

manipulating  the  virtuality,  and  the

aesthetic,  of videogames to propose

an  odd  vision  of  the  digital  worlds

generated  by  last-generation

calculators.  Leandre,  aka  Retroyou,
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seems  to  have  a  particular  fixation

with  flight  simulators.  Simulator  of

simulators, which seems to be quickly

running  towards  the  duplication  of

reality. 

http://www.retroyou.org/

Animal Charm

80s’ aesthetic stolen from commercial

broadcasting, teleshopping for white

teeth  and  that  kind  of  stuff.  And

moreover:  anihilation  of  every

humanity  and  plastic  conformism.

Wild animals scattered here and there

(Charlemagne  Palestine  might  like

it?!?!): men and beasts. The editing is

extremely  basic,  elementary  cut-an-

-paste made up of odd juxtapositions

of meaning. The sound flows over the

images  with  no  link  whatsoever.

Animal  Charm  is  the  pseudonym

behind which Jim Fetterley and Rich

Bott hide, this Californian duo that has

b e e n  w o r k i n g  i n  v i s u a l

experimentation for a bit more than a

decade and which is marked out by

the debunking aptitude towards pop

imagery.  Their  sty le  is  that  of

homemade  digital  handicraft ,

youtube aesthetic ahead of its time.

Their  main butt is  that mass culture

disseminated  by  commerc ia l

broadcasting; they parody it by means

of  a  dismantling  editing  which

circulates  paths  of  meaning  wisely

defined “Dantesque” by the curator.

.

Hereafter  are  listed  the  proposed

works,  for  an  overall  runtime  of  40

minutes: Animal Charm Live, Lightfoot
Fever,  Street  Shapes,  Computer
Smarts, Brite Tip, Il Moulle, Sunshine
Kitty, Hot Mirror

- Lightfoot Fever (1’30″, 1996). Take Jim

Bailey  singing  the  classic  Fever  ,
assemble  it  with  images  of  wild

animals,  shake  the  sound  sampling

the  different  parts  of  the  tune,

alternate  a  sensuous  duet  of  the

singer  with  a  sinuous  partner  and

images  of  those  same  animals  with

another  of  their  same  species  and

you’ll get the eccentric blend staged

f o r  t h i s  s h o r t  a n d  l i g h t n i n g

experiment.  The  clip  is  part  of  the

c o m p i l a t i o n  A n i m a l  C h a r m
Videoworks:  Volume  1   and  of  the

anthology American Psycho (drama):
Sigmund Freud vs. Henry Ford  .
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- Computer Smarts  (1’30″, 2002). If it

was possible to translate into images

the  transfer  of  the  encyclopaedic

memory  of  a  calculator  to  the  tiny

brain  of  a  parrot,  we  would  find

ourselves in front of the short film at

i s s u e .  T h e  c l i p  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e

c o m p i l a t i o n  A n i m a l  C h a r m
Videoworks  Volume  3:  Computer
Smarts

- Brite Tip  (3’00″). With a whole set of

editing effects ranging from wipes to

lap  dissolves,  in  this  clip  we  find

images  juxtaposed  in  the  style  of

Kule�ov,  describing  the  forced

education  to  which  children  and

police dog are equally (?)  subjected.

As if  saying that education is in any

case a little forced. The clip is part of

the  compilation  Animal  Charm
Videoworks  Volume  3:  Computer
Smarts.  These  three  titles  are  given

here  just  to  outline  a  very  complex

style, difficult to narrate with words. 

www.animalcharm.com/

http://youtube.com/user/therealani

malcharm

www.myspace.com/animalcharm

 

.

Soundtrack: Martin Siewert

This  monograph  dedicated  to  the

postrecordings  of  Vienna-based

Martin  Siewert  is  pleasant;  the

selection gave the chance to display

some  very  interesting  works  by

authors coming from Central Europe:

Gustav  Deutsch,  Jan  Machacek  and,

with even three works, Michaella Grill.

Five works that perfectly summarise

the  different  forms  of  collaboration

and the different aptitudes of  these

directors,  three  absolutely  leading

f igures ,  both  art ist ica l ly  and

technically.  .

- Film Ist # 9 . Regia: Gustav Deutsch

(AUT/2002).

Film Ist  is a project that reached its

second  phase  (chapter  7  to  12)  in

2002. It is a series of twelve chapters

composed  of  variable  sequences  of

small fragments of early cinema films,

recovered  and  restored  by  the  five

film archives that collaborated on the

realisation  of  this  complex  project
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directed by  Gustav  Deutsch  (one  of

the most important living filmmaker).

Recovered  and  restored,  but

unavoidably  silent,  the  films  are

accompanied  by  Martin  Siewert’s

lunar and electric tunes. SónarCinema 
extracts the four elements that made

up chapter No. 9, named conquest ;
Deutsch  tones  the  colour  after  the

fashion of  many films of  the origins

and  assembles  independent  micro-

narrations: the conquest is the steam

engine (9.1),  the conquest of the sky

with the airship (9.2), that of the flesh

on the soul, of the white on the black,

of mankind on beasts (9.3), and then

the conquest of the enemy camp by

armies  that,  in  the  beginning,  fight

with bayonets and then, in a military

c r e s c e n d o ,  g e t  t o  f i g h t  w i t h

mechanical instruments of war (9.4).

-  E r a s e  R e m a k e  .  R e g i a :  J a n

Machacek.

- Hello Again . Regia: Michaella Grill.

- Trans . Regia: Michaella Grill.

- Cityscapes . Regia: Michaella Grill.

Urban  glimpses  of  the  early  1900s’.

Almost unperceivable,  dirtied with a

digital patina that makes them hardly

visible. The effect that Michaella Grill

pursues, seems to head towards the

materialisation of the distance of time

that separates us from the capture of

an indefinite town of the beginning of

the century.

.

Kuvaputki

Regia:  Edward  Quist.  Musiche:  Pan

Sonic. Montaggio Wargula. Durata 35′

. 2008.

Pan Sonic’s first-ever release on DVD.

This  datum  yet  makes  the  work  at

issue an event: it is the result of the

collaboration  between  the  Finnish

duo and digital  artist  Edward Quist,

who created  a  complex  image of  a

cathode ray, in which faint images of

the  two  appear,  as  accompaniment

for  the  abstract  sounds  that  they

produced during a live performance.

Ilpo Väisänen and Mika Vainio are the

only  protagonists  of  this  interesting

audio  experiment  which,  in  spite  of

what  we  could  imagine,  avoids

turning  to  the  synchronisation  of

sound  and  image,  the  two  tracks

(audio and video)  run independently

as  for  progress  and  structure.  A

product  absolutely  in  line  with  Pan

Sonic  style,  essential,  minimal  and

very  noise.
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Hazmazak

Regia:  Edward  Quist.  Musiche:  Del

Marquis & Edward Quist.  Durata 5′  .

2008.

The passion, fixation, of Edward Quist

with filming electrons observed in a

v a c u u m  t u b e  ( t h e  p h y s i c a l

p h e n o m e n o n  t h a t  a l l o w  t h e

generation  of  cathode  rays)  comes

back  in  th is  short  work  which

illustrates  a  variation  on  the  theme

expressed in the preceding work. 

www.embryoroom.com/

.

.

In Transit

In transit and passing, and extensively

journeys and transformations, is the

theme chosen as a common thread

running through the three short films

that, although in different ways,

grapple with movement and

perspective.

Please Stand Back by Stadtmusik

(2007) relates to town architectural

space thinking of it as the motive-

power of the processes that make it

up. Space is read as a superimposition

of pictures where to move your point

of view and where the dynamic

between the movement of the eye

watching and the perspective that

contains it assumes traits different

from reality.

fourtythousand3hundred20memories

directed by AGF and Sue Costabile

(2006) heads us off, making us believe

that we are one step from

understanding it. Instead, it makes us

embark on a journey whose borders,

escape us very soon.

Kaamos Trilogy by Mia Makela (aka

Solu) is a reflection on light, or its

absence, a journey into the darkness

in the cold North of Finland. “Kaamos”

is the Finnish word for the sunless

months in the northern hemisphere,

when light is a rarity.

http://www.sixpackfilm.com/catalogue.php?o

id=1613&lang=en

http://www.ondarock.it/recensioni/2

006_agf.htm

http://www.solu.org/
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Diba 2008: Cinema And Technology
Barbara Sansone

In a Barcelona that is still unwilling to

flower in a longed-for spring, from 5

th to 15 th June 2008 the fourth “DiBa”

festival took place; it is the festival of

digital cinema in Barcelona .

The  spirits  animating  this  festival

w e r e ,  s i n c e  i t s  d a w n ,  h i g h l y

participatory:  what  is  good  of  the

digital sector is its democratic nature,

the fact of being within everybody’s

reach, a reason why cinema has not to

be only watched any longer, but now

it can be even made. And with little,

as Michel Gondry teaches, the person

who inspired the session of short films

“Home Made”, projected in the space

Movistar  within  the  “DiBa  Club”

section.

In  short,  the  wedding  between

creativity  and  technology  was

celebrated during an intense festival

of  projections,  parties,  concerts,

competitions,  interventions  in  many

spaces  of  the  town,  under  the

protecting wing of giant Canon. The

digital  sector,  however  more  and

more  present,  does  not  still  have  a

monopoly  on  cinema  and  for  this

reason  Montse  Martí,  Alexis  Borràs,

Nestor Domènech e Annachiara Sechi

(the conceptual and operative heart of

the festival) show, every year, in the

“DiBa Screen” section, the best feature

films,  produced  with  digital  tools

during  the  year.

.

In the festival of this year, this section

w a s  d i v i d e d  i n t o  f i v e  p a r t s :

Competición (where two films stood

out: the impressive “PVC- 1″ by Spiros

Stathoupoulos,  the  reconstruction in

one  tracking  shot  of  a  news  item,

which took place in 2000 in Columbia
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and, because of its subjectivity and its

real time, able to upset people deeply;

the other film was “Wellness” by Jake

Mahaffy, which was awarded a prize

as  Best  Film  DiBa  Screen  2008),

M a s t e r s  d e l  U n i v e r s o  ( w h i c h

presented  documentary  films  about

people  who  had  particular  views  of

cinema,  for  example  David  Lynch,

Wim  Wenders  and  Michael  Moore),

Arqueología del video (a tribute to the

first  electronic  experimentations  of

Michelangelo Antonioni,  Francis Ford

Coppola  and Jean-Luc Godard),  Una

ventana  al  mundo  (the  cinema  of

neorealistic  denunciation,  here

represented  by  Brian  de  Palma,

George A. Romero and Eric Nazaria),

and a selection of Catalan short films.

However,  apart  from presenting  the

best productions in the world, in the

digital field, DiBa is a festival that pays

much attention to what will  happen
afterwards , to the development that

the technological means already have

and to  the  expressive  chances  they

give.

.

For  this  reason,  together  with

Telefónica, Apuntolapospo and Ovide,

this  year  it  devoted  itself  to  the

production  of  a  stereoscopic  music

video (“Me tienes contenta” by group

Pastora),  the  first  in  Spain  and  the

second  in  the  world  that  has  ever

been made. This video was presented

during  an  interesting  professional

session together  with  the trailers  of

some  of  the  f i lms  that  wi l l  be

screened in the cinemas in 2008 and

2009.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  a lso

Hollywood is taking this direction and

we can easily imagine that on a not

too far day,  all  cinema and even TV

will  be  three-dimensional  and  the

special glasses that today we still use

will not be necessary any longer. The

studies that are being carried out go

even further and they aim at providing

an oleographic 3D instrument, which

will  allow  people  to  change  their

points of view by shifting around the

image.

Of course, now it seems to us that the

real life is not “so three-dimensional”.

However, this is due, on one side, to

stylistic  choices,  which  can  be

compared  with  those  that  make  a

normal photograph an interpretation

of reality rather than its portrait (and

that is the beauty of art!) and, on the

o t h e r  s i d e ,  t o  t h e  l a c k  o f  t h e

spectator’s  perceptive  ability,  that
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which  did  not  enable  people  to

distinguish the first cinema images in

the history or generated the general

“bother” in front of the clear image of

t h e  f i r s t  D V D s  ( n o w  i t  i s  n o t

commented  any  longer,  whereas

people finally consider the old image

of VHS as dirty and hazy).

.

Another step forward of  the festival

regards its most important and loved

s e c t i o n :  D i B a  E x p r e s s ,  t h e

competition concerning the creation

of short films in record time, by basing

oneself on a keyword. Apart from the

normal  conditions  of  participation,

which  have  excluded,  up  to  now,

those  who lived far  from the  town,

this  year  the  festival  extended  to

aspirants  from  all  over  the  world,

thanks to the online conditions.

The broadband, PayPal, Kyte.tv and a

hard work  of  world-wide promotion

let  the  competition  open  to  all  the

world  and  they  promise  future

festivals that will be even richer. For

further details on the programme of

this year,  which, as always, included

music  videos,  shorts,  documentary

films, credits, motion graphics and so

on, you can visit  the website of the

festival. 

www.dibafestival.com

www.dibaexpress.com

www.dibaexpressonline.com
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Three Days With Sonar!
Silvia Bianchi

It’s  time to  celebrate  Sonar  ‘s  15  th

birthday,  the  annual  and  unique

festival  of electronic music and new

multimedia arts, that doesn’t need to

be introduced.

The  Barcelona  festival,  that  has

become a real and authentic center of

current  trends  in  electronic  arts,

despite many critics and detractors, is

a  unique  event  that  gathers  many

offerings  in  music,  cinema  and

multimedia  arts  contexts.

Also  for  this  edition  the  chosen

locations during the day are those of

CCCB-Macba , that, in this particular

occasion, has become a concert park

in the middle of the city, while during

the night  the festival  is  set  in  Fiera

Gran Via.  We arrived on Wednesday

and we were already in the middle of

Sonar.
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Thursday 19 th : opening day , not too

busy with a not so attractive program.

We remained under the fresh tent of

Sonar  Dome  for  almost  the  whole

afternoon,  attending  in  a  detached

way the jazz, funk and soul concert of

ASSTRIO , a Spanish group. We moved

to Sonar  Village  and we listened to

the  excellent  futurist  hip-hop  by

DJ2D2,  an  artist  of  the  interesting

Boom  Sound  Collective,  who  was

already appreciated in the last edition.

The  f i rst  show  that  cal led  our

attention was the live show of PRAM,

in the Sonar Hall; this British band has

a large discography, they worked with

many  labels  such  as  Too  Pure  and

Domino. Their peculiar sound is a mix

of electronic, jazz and dub and they

perform  on  stage  with  different

instruments:  bass,  guitar,  drums and

synth.

We went outside and we discovered

the first festival surprise: BASS CLEF.

This  British  guy,  who  is  called  the

“hackney  dub  master”,  with  his  live

show enchanted us  and brought  us

into the analogue dubstep world: he

performed with  trombone,  theremin

and toy instruments such as whistles.

Respectful  of  the  genre’s  Jamaican

roots,  he  charmed  his  audience:  a

successful artist.

The most beautiful show was that of

PAN SONIC:  during  their  live  shows

everything  can  happen.  It  often

depends on the duo’s  mood,  but  in

this occasion Mika Vainio and Ilpo V

äisänen  proved  to  be  the  kings  of

avant-garde  electronic  music:  with

their incisive and effective sound they

hypnotized  their  audience,  proving

that  the  Pan  Sonic  machine  is  still

alive: real masters.

.

Photo by Arianna D’Angelica

Friday 20th : when we just arrived we

were  told  about  the  absence  of

KONONO  N°1  (it  seems  that  they

didn’t get the documents needed to
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leave Africa for their European tour):

what a pity!

We started from Sonar Dome with the

show case of a historic label : NINJA

TUNE . The first band to perform was

THE HEAVY, coming from the British

south-west with a mix of funk, blues,

garage and rock’n’roll: check it out.

Dj  J  MOUNTAIN  was  the  next  to

perform;  he stirred the crowd while

we’re  waiting  for  one  of  the  most

interesting  artists:  DAEDELUS  .  He

comes  from  Los  Angeles  and  he

performed  on  stage  what  we  had

already listened to in Italy,  a sort of

DJ/live set where he mixes, thanks to

some  special  controllers  built  by

himself,  his  own tracks  with  others’

tracks (Aphex, Madlib, Portishead…) in

Daedelus  style:  the  audience  was

hypnotized  and  glad:  magical.  The

other project Daedelus performed in

Sonar Dome was less thrilling: under

the name of Long Lost he arrived on

stage with his wife,  Laura Darling,  a

psychedelic  and melodramatic  show

that is not so effective in a live show

because  it  is  more  appropriate  for

intimate places.

.

Photo by: Valentina Besegher

Then, we moved to the central stage

to  see  the  performance  of  QUIET

V I L L A G E ,  i . e .  M a t t  E d w a r d s

(Radioslave/Rekid) and Joel Martin ;

the performance, at 4.45 p.m., not the

perfect  hour,  didn’t  leave  the  mark,

even if their album Silent Movie (!K7)

has been one of the most important

albums in 2008.

We were curious to listen to the live

s h o w  o f  K A L A B R E S E  a n d  h i s

RUMPELZIRKUS ORCHESTRA because

they were very successful  thanks to

their album in 2007; the concert was

amusing  and  the  Swiss  producer,

acting as a drummer and a showman,

mixed  disco-funk  with  electronic

music:  playful.

Let’s not talk about the boring show

of the electro-rap duo YO MAJESTY,

and  let’s  talk  about  the  talented

American  rapper  JNERO  JAREL,  the

author  of  excellent  albums,  under

many pseudonyms such as  Dr.  Who

Dat and Shapes Of Broad Minds, with

the Lex Records label. He presented at

Sonar  under  the  name  SHAPES  OF

BROAD MINDS, with a drummer and a

D J ;  w e  f e l t  t h a t ,  d e s p i t e  h i s

experience and his effective tracks, he

lacked  creativity  in  l ive  shows:

unconvincing.
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We came back to Sonar Hall  to see

what Tara de Long organized and she

impressed  us  with  her  skills  :  she

dominated the stage and rapped with

incredible energy and style. The result

was a fascinating and amusing show:

you have to see it.

We went to Sonar Complex where we

found  the  encounter  between  two

key-bands  in  experimental  scene  of

Catalonia,  NISEI  vs  ZA .  We  felt

fascinated by the rhythmic energy of

this live show, performed exclusively

for Sonar, where two drummers, three

guitars  and  two  basses  created  an

explosion  that  literally  caught  us:

unmissable.

After a quick shower we plunged into

the crowd of  Fiera  Gran Via  for  the

first date with Sonar by night 2008.

The agenda was full and we ran from

one stage to another to see the most

interesting  things.  For  the  most

melancholic people, MADNESS leaded

off  the  dance  in  the  huge  area  of

Sonar Club with their already famous

pop wave ska sound, but they didn’t

call our attention so much.

MARY  ANNE  HOBBS,  the  popular

queen  of  British  nights  with  her

program “Xperimental” on BBC radio 1,

thrilled  with  dubstep  sounds  the

Sonar Lab dance floor, repeating the

same show of last edition.

.

And then, the first disappointment of

the night: DIPLO . We were expecting

a  m o r e  e c l e c t i c  s e t  w i t h  a

combination  of  hip-hop,  house  and

break beats, but his producer (who’s

also M.I.A. ‘s producer) chose a small

set; anyway, the audience seemed to

appreciate it.

We went again to Sonar Lab where we

attended  the  excel lent  set  of

SHACKLETON, the co-founder of the

famous  label  Skull  Disco  and  the

author of dubstep sound with gloomy

atmosphere,  deep  basslines,  African
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percussion and elements stolen from

Berlin Basic Channel techno; after the

performance,  it  was  evident  the

interest  of  many  techno/minimal

oriented  producers,  especially  of

Ricardo  Villalobos,  in  this  artist:

hypnotic.

Then, it was the turn of the Californian

artist FLYING LOTUS ; we couldn’t wait

to  listen  to  him,  because  he  is  an

excellent producer, working with such

labels as Plug Research and Warp (his

last  work,  “Los  Angeles” ,  was

appreciated  by  his  fans  and  critics).

T h e  s e t  w a s  i n t e r e s t i n g  a n d

fascinating  and,  despite  some

technical problems, when “Archangel”

by Burial “enters” the whole public is

satisfied: fulfilled promise.

e skipped over the dj set MALA (of the

British crew Digital Mystikz) that we

al ready  apprec iated  in  other

occasions, and we went to Sonar Park

were it was beginning the live show

of  ROISIN  MURPHY  ;  she  produced

many albums with the Moloko project

and  two  perfect  solo  albums  under

the supervision of Matthew Herbert .

E v e n t u a l l y ,  i t  w a s  t h e  b e s t

performance  of  Sonar  2008.  She

mostly performed tracks from her last

album “Overpowered”, really effective

in a live show thanks to the perfect fit

of Roisin Murphy and her band that

accompanied  her  both  in  the  most

electro  tracks  and  in  pop  tracks:  a

queen.
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Exhausted, we approached to a stage

for  the  live  show  of  BURAKA  SOM

SISTEMA , next bing from Portugal, a

combination of Soca music, hardcore

hip-hop and baile funk; maybe it was

for  the  hour,  but  the  show  let  us

down: rowdy.

We came back to Sonar Park where

we waited for the arrival of Hercules

and  the  Love  Affair  ,  that  recently

published, with DFA Records, “Blind”.

We had a lot of expectations and we

were curious to listen to them. But the

live  show was disappointing,  maybe

because  of  Anthony  Hegarty’s

absence, who worked on three hits of

the album, maybe because of the lack

of that groove sound which fascinated

us: we left sad and disappointed.

Fortunately, Theo Parrish was waiting

for  us  in  Sonar  Lab ,  with  a  mix  of

funk,  soul  and  dub  that  made  us

dance.  His  long  experience  with

Sound  Signature,  made  Parrish  an

important  character  in  dance  music

world: we gladly finished that Friday.

.

Saturday 21 st : it was the last day of

Sonar festival and we felt that, except

few  artists,  the  largest  part  of  the

performances weren’t so good.

The  Moroccan  DJ  KEY  ,  despite  his

good  technique  as  DJ,  offered  a

selection  with  Village  People,  Gloria

Gaynor  and  other  similar  sounds:

please,  come  on!

We recovered with the live set of KID

ACNE,  a  Sheffield  (Uk)  MC  who,

despite the command of the hip-hop

old  school  aesthetic  (Run  Dmc  and

Beastie  Boys),  demonstrated  to  be

valid,  also  thanks  to  two  excellent

MCs and a DJ: refreshing.

We went to the underground hall to

see MATMOS; Drew Daniel and Martin

Schmidt  have  just  published  their

new  album  “Supreme  Baloon”  and

entertained the audience with a good

performance;  fresher  than  the  past,
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with  pop  sounds,  the  duo  (with

laptop,  electronic tools  and acoustic

sounds) looked great.

.

We  came  back  to  Sonar  Village  for

NORTHERN STATE , a girl trio that we

could call also BEASTIE GIRLS (indeed

their first work, “Can I Keep This Pen”,

was under the supervision of Ad Rock

of  the  famous  New  York  tr io) .

Amusing,  nothing  more.

Exhausted, we arrived to the lounge

Red Bull Academy, despite the heat,

to listen to the live show of HUDSON

MOWHAKE, 21 years old, Scottish, who

has recently signed up with Warp; his

sound is a mix of hip-hop, broken beat

and electronic music. A fresh set.

At the end of the afternoon we ran

into  the  incredible  live  show  of

BOGULTA ,  a  duo with a mixture of

punk,  electro,  new wave and metal;

they  wouldn’t  make  bad  impression

with  such labels  as  Load or  Ipepac:

aggressive.

The  penultimate  date  of  the  day  is

under the tent of Sonar Dome , where

we  found  four  Scandinavian  nerds,

Rigas Den Andre, Pavan, Joxaren and

Daniel  Savio  :  they let  us  know the

sound  of  Flogstadanhall  label.  A

perfect live show of instrumental hip-

hop, with deep basslines and a synth

used in an excellent way: talented.

.

We came back to the Red Bull Lounge

f o r  t h e  s e t  o f  x x x c h a n g e  ,  a

Philadelphia producer who impressed

us with his work with Spank Rock for

YOYOYO  album.  Unfortunately,  we

didn’t  find  his  creativity  that  made

him so unique but the usual 4/4 set

with a piece by Santo Gold and one by

M.I.A.: main stream.

Our  Sonar  08  “del  dia”  adventure

came to its end with the performance

of BLACK DOG (one of the first artists

to work with Warp in the 1990s) and

their  intelligent  techno  sound,  as  if

time stopped in 1992: nostalgic.

During Sonar by night what stood out
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was the live show of DJ Yoda ,  who

presented for the first time his Magic

Cinema  Radio  ,  an  incredible  show

audio-video  with  the  support  of

Pioneer  SVM-1000  technology:

amusing.

NEON NEON,  a duo made up of the

composer  Boom-Bip  and  the  front

man  of  the  Super  Furry  Animals  ,

p r o v e d  t h a t  L e x  R e c o r d s  i s  a

guarantee  of  quality  and  creativity,

with  a  good  electro-pop  live  show:

retro-futurist.

From Sonar Park we moved to Sonar

Pub  where  Antipop  Consortium,

founded  in  1997  by  talented  Beans,

High Priest, M. Sayyid and Earl Blaze, a

milestone  of  experimental  rap,

welcomed us with their Martian Hip-

Hop,  a  storm  of  effective  lyrics:

unique.

.

So, in conclusion, we can say that this

Sonar  edition  seemed  flatter  than

usual,  especially  because  of  a  less

exciting  program  than  the  past

editions. We think that the best artists

were  those  with  experience  (  Pan

Sonic, Matmos, Pram, Roisin Murphy,

Antipop  Consortium…  )  and  few

emergent  artists  (  Bass  Clef,  Flying

Lotus ).

However, the festival with its 82,000

people present during the three days,

is still one of the best world contexts

about  electronic  music,  a  showcase

f o r  i m p o r t a n t  a r t i s t s  a n d

professionals.

W e  h o p e  t h e r e  w i l l  b e  s o m e

improvements  for  Sonar  2009.  

www.sonar.es
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Node, A Bet Won
Giuseppe Cordaro

In June 2008, the first season of the

Node Festival was held in Modena . It

is a festival dedicated to the meeting

of  visual  arts  and  music,  and  new

technologies. In the beautiful setting

of  the  galleria  civica   in  Modena  ,

lectures and international live events

followed one another nonstop for two

days.

The line up consisted of Marsen Jules,

Nq, Alva Noto, Retina.it, AOKI

takamasa, Kangding Ray, Deaf Center

and Deer as for the musicians; Claudio

Sinatti, Suicase.org and Nicolaj

Konstantinovic, as for the video

mixers.

The  first  evening  opened  with  the

performance  of  the  German  Martin

Juhls, aka Marsen Jules, accompanied

by  the  violins  of  the  two  Yara  and

Nicolaj  Konstantinovic’s  visuals.

Martin’s  performance  concentrated

on ambient  orchestrations  produced

b y  a  l a p t o p  a n d  b y  t h e  l i v e

accompaniment of the two violins. For

almost an hour, the audience followed

the  show  silently,  immersed  in  a

sound  stream  made  of  very  long

drones, plays on sounds created with

glasses  and  the  sound  intrusions  of

t h e  t w o  Y a r a .  A  b i t  l o n g  a n d

bombastic  but  fascinating  on  the

whole.

With  Nils  Quak aka  nq,  the  rarefied

atmosphere created by the previous

performance  was  swept  away.  The

German  musician  started  creating

complex  and  sharp  bits,  high-level

IDM. The thrilled audience remained

motionless, sitting on the floor inside

the hall.  Pity that the location didn’t

give  the  opportunity  to  go  wild  in

time with the BPMs coming out of the

radio equipment. For almost an hour,

nq enjoyed creating sound plots with

skilfully built bit glitches and melodies

that evokes the Japanese music label

that  produced him some years  ago,

the 

progressive form 

.
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Photo by Simona Silvestri

After a couple of minutes of agonizing

wait for the stage change, it was Alva

Noto‘s  turn.  Using for  the  first  time

linear  and  colourful  visuals,  the  live

performance  by  the  contemporary

electronic music guru was made up of

minimal noises, geometrical bits and

two songs with lyrics in French read

by  Anne-James  Chaton.  Alva  Noto

didn’t  disappoint  the  expectations

with  his  performance  and  attracted

the  attention  of  his  audience  by

presenting the national preview of his

latest  concept  work,  Unitxt,  on  the

relation  between  mathematical

l a n g u a g e  a n d  m u s i c a l

experimentation. The audience didn’t

just  listen,  but,  eventually  standing,

had a good time, moving at time with

the uninterrupted bits.

The Neapolitan duo retina.it took care

of closing the evening, with the help

of suicase.org’s visuals. It was the only

Italian music project at the festival.

The  day  after  was  dedicated  to

Japanese musician Aoki Takamasa.

However, it started with the great live

performance  of  the  Norwegian  duo

Deaf Center . It was a nonstop flow of

strong  emotions:  Erik  with  guitar,

pedals  and  laptop  catalysed  the

attention of the audience by creating

d e e p  a n d  l o n g  m e l o d i e s ,

accompanied  by  the  melodic

refinement of Otto Totland‘s piano. In

perfect  type-records  style,  the  two

Norwegians  stroke the deepest  side

of the music soul, thanks to three long

music tracks that shrouded the whole

hall for an hour or so. Touching music

accompanied  by  Claudio  Sinatti’s

v i s u a l s ,  c a p a b l e  o f  v i s u a l l y

interpreting  in  an  impeccable  way

Deaf  Center  ‘s  musical  expressions.

.

Photo by Cristian Ponzoni

After  them,  the  German  musician

Kangding  Ray,  belonging  to  the

school of raster noton, presented as

well  his latest work, Automne Fold .
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The live show lasted for about an hour

and a half and the musician played a

long, manipulating his own voice right

on  the  stage.  The  sonorities  of  this

new  work  were  very  different  from

those of his last one: he used a much

more  melodic  architecture  and  less

minimal rhythms.

The wait rose more and more when

the  l i t t le  genius  of  Japanese

electronic, Aoki Takamasa, arrived and

got in front of his laptop. His live show

was  continuously  growing  and

displayed  synthetic  bit  glitches,

techno futuristic  sonorities,  a  sound

cut up. An hour and a half in which he

s k i l f u l l y  b l e n d e d  p u r e

experimentation  and  sentiment:  his

performance  was  the  best  of  the

evening,  fascinating  electronic  that

enchanted the audience in the house.

The  German musician  Deer  and  the

Italian suicase.org took care of closing

the evening and this  first  season of

the  Node  festival .  One  hour  of

minimal  techno,  in  which  Martin

enjoyed himself making the audience

in  the  hal l  dance,  by  using  the

sequencer  monome.

.

A good beginning for the organisers

of  the  festival.  The  schedule  was

excellent and the festival was able to

get people to know electronic,  even

those who had never thought about

listening  to  this  kind  of  musical

expression.  

www.node-live.com 
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Thierry De Mey: Music Movement
Massimo Schiavoni

Thierry  de  Mey  is  a  contemporary

composer and director who works on

every creation as it was his first one,

with the same intensity and passion,

the same commitment and humility.

He  studied  the  p iano  and  the

percussion instruments together with

cinema;  these  studies  gave  birth  to

videodance. Sometimes he plays the

di rector  ro le ,  somet imes  the

soundtrack  composer…but  in  both

c a s e s  h e  i s  u n i q u e  a n d  h i s

collaborators are often essential  and

i r r e p l a c e a b l e ,  s u c h  a s  t h e

choreographers  Anne  Teresa  de

Keersmaeker and Wim Vandekeybus.

The work Rosas danst Rosas already

shows his  desire  to  experiment  and

risk with the theme of classic ballet

w i t h  A n n e  T e r e s a ,  a  F l e m i s h

choreographer  and  director  who

founded  in  1983  Rosas,  a  company

made  up  only  of  women,  and  she

made her debut with this show when

she was just 19 years old.

Apri l  me,  a  show  performed  to

celebrate the 20 th anniversary of the

Company, is a neologism taken from a

verse by the American poet Edward

Estlin Cummings, and it means “make

me April”. It is based on the music by

Thierry,  who  created  an  original

composition,  including  Les  Noces,  a

p i e c e  w r i t t e n  i n  1 9 2 3  b y  I g o r

Stravinsky,  in  a  prologue  and  an

epilogue  that  focus  on  the  story

theme.  Then,  he  created  some

masterpieces such as What the body

does remember, rich of objective and

subjective elements, and Musique de

Tables,  that introduces a new music

technique:  manual  percussions  on  a

table  following  a  score.  It  is  an

authentic  concert  without  any

instrument,  where masters’  harmony

and synchrony are special. And finally

his last work is Ma Mère L’Oye, where

the Belgian director  invites dancers-

choreographers to choose a fairy-tale

character and to create a dance with

the music by Maurice Ravel.
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So, meeting Thierry is exciting; and it

is even more exciting talking to him

about his  world,  his  art  and his  life,

especially  because he is  a  very kind

and ironic man. I met him during the

last edition of Riccione TTV Festival,

because there was a special exhibition

about  his  art  and  the  Belgian  art,

about  the  contemporary  dance  and

v i d e o s  o f  M e g  S t u a r t ,  W i m

Vandekeybus,  Alain  Platel  and

Antonin de Bemels.  I  met Thierry in

the  afternoon  at  Riccione  Tourism

Palace:  he  was  very  punctual  and  I

was feeling a little excited.

Massimil iano  Schiavoni :  Good

afternoon Thierry, thank you for being

here,can  we  call  each  other  by  our

first names?

Thierry de Mey: Of course!

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  Where  does

your  surgical  precision  come  from?

When was it born?

Thierry de Mey: When I was a child I

took music  lessons;  my sister,  three

years  younger  than me,  took  dance

lessons.  I  studied  mathematics  and

Latin  in  the high school,  and then I

attended Brussels cinema school; but

I continued to play music, I played the

piano  and  percussion  instruments.  I

was  20  when  I  began  the  cinema

school  and  I  was  interested  in

medicine and neurological sciences. I

thought  that  cinema  was  the  best

m e a n s  t o  c o m b i n e  a l l  t h e s e

d i s c i p l i n e s :  m u s i c ,  d a n c e ,

movement…it’s multidisciplinary. .

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  So,  you

began  to  be  interested  in  dance

thanks  to  your  sister.

Thierry de Mey: Brussels is not a big

city, but all my friends dance and play

music; so these arts are familiar to me,

I  spent  many  hours  studying  dance

and music with my sister,  I  met her

rhythm and percussion teacher, and in

the  meanwhile  I  was  attending  the

cinema school.  Obviously  we are  all

friends and when a video was needed,

everybody called me. When she was

20, my sister Teresa performed a jazz

dance  show  that  is  still  performed

throughout Europe,  and we made a

film based on this show…
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Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  Which  was

your  first  work?

Thierry  de  Mey:  Except  the  youth

works,  my  first  real  work  was  the

music of Rosas danst Rosas, a dance

show with the choreography of Anne

Teresa  De  Keersmaeker,  with  my

sister  and  with  the  Italian  Adriana

Borriello.

Massimil iano  Schiavoni :  Your

Company  often  works  with  Festival

Inteatro  in  Polverigi;  I  come  from

Polverigi.

Thierry de Mey: Ah Polverigi.. In 1987

I’ve been there for three months, even

the taxi-driver didn’t know how to get

there. We performed a very important

show and it was there that I invented

my  popular  table  music  system:

Musique  de  Tables.  I  created  it

together with Simone Sandroni, a guy

from Ancona, and Wim Vandekeybus…

It was a special residence because the

theatre  was  still  under  construction,

we used to rehearse in a sort of huge

white balloon, it was very intensive.

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  Which  work

did you perform at Polverigi?

Thierry de Mey:  We performed Wim

Vandekeybus’  first  work:  “What  the

body  doesn’t  remember”  .  We

performed  it  there,  in  Holland,  and

then we went to New York where we

were  awarded  the  American  critics’

award  for  its  dance  and  music:  an

incredible  success,  all  countries

wanted that show. I can’t forget that

the Festival Director � Cimetta � was so

intelligent  that  he  chose  Wim,  who

wasn’t famous yet… I also remember

that Musique de Tables was created

because it  was one of  the scene of

“What the body doesn’t remember”: I

w a s  a l o n e  w i t h  W i m  a n d  h i s

collaborator. I was the musician, so I

had to follow the dancer’s movements

because  everybody  had  to  be

independent…  This  scene  is  still

performed  and  taught  at  school.

.

I had to find a way to make my hands
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movement something visible, to write

it down, a score… In Polverigi-Brussels

train,  a  two-day-long  journey,  I  felt

relieved by the fact that I could work

on  it ,  I  had  to  do  something  to

reproduce  all  this  in  a  stave  with

musical notes…

I  spent  a  lot  of  t ime  on  i t .  The

performance was a baroque concert

with just three simple tables and three

professional percussionists; in the film

there’s  an  orchestra  conductor,  a

double bass player and a clarinetist.

The weirdest thing was that, when I

presented  th is  work  wi th  my

musicians,  everybody  was  skeptical;

whereas today it’s like my visit card,

my  references.  There  are  many

conservative  people  �  in  Brussels,

Paris, Strasbourg, Japan � who use this

percussion system: I  teach and give

lessons about it.

For  me,  it  was  the  beginning  of

something. I was understanding how

important movement inside music is:

movement is like the music of music.

The pianist has to make movements

inside the notes, and I think it is really

important  for  all  those  people  who

want to play, sing or do anything else.

Obviously, in dance the movement is

the  purest,  but  it  exists  in  every

human  thing;  it  is  inside  a  fi lm,

everywhere,  inside  the  actors.
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Massimiliano Schiavoni: Will Musique

de Tables have a future?

Thierry  de  Mey:  Yes,  Musique  de

Tables  was  the  beginning  of  my

interest in movement,  but in 2002 I

did other works that can be seen as a

sort  of  sequel  to  it .  There  is  an

orchestra  conductor  who  wanders

through the audience and moves his

hands,  and  the  audience  has  to

imagine  the  music;  it  is  music,  but

silent music, and people then will say

they imagined an incredible music. It’s

a wonderful work, it’s not absurd. We

also did another work with a musician

who moves his hands and, thanks to

computers  and  cameras,  he  plays

music  without  any  instrument  .

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  It  is  a  work

also for those who don’t know music.

Thierry de Mey: Of course, and for this

reason From Inside was created…for

those  who  don’t  know  so  well  this

world. The visitor arrives in a place, in

a  dark  room  with  three  screens

representing  three  cities:  Frankfurt,

Gibillina  (Sicily),  and  Congo  capital

(Africa). Everybody can choose which

labyrinth enter. The dancers represent

the three civilizations and cultures: for

example,  they  represent  the  dead

people of Gibillina earthquake in 1968.

The visitor has to follow the dancers:

an Italian guy, a black guy or a white

one.  When  a  person  arrives  and

moves his hands inside the light, he is

creating  music  for  From  Inside

dancers; when a person doesn’t move,

the lights dance without music.

This  interactive  installation  was

p r e s e n t e d  l a s t  y e a r  a t

RomaEuropaFestival and I hope I can

present it again this year if we find a

large space.  I’d  like to perform it  in

Sicily, to make people remember their

origins  and  plunge  into  Manuela

Rastaldi’s choreography, who studied

in Brussels at Teresa’s school.

.

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  Let’s  talk

about  your  long  collaboration  with
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Anne Teresa.

Thierry  de  Mey:  This  collaboration

began  even  before  we  became

artists… You know,  in  Belgium there

are  two  communities,  the  Flemish

community  and  the  French  one,  I

belong to the last and she belongs to

the first one. So, at school she used to

translate something for me and vice

versa; I used to help her with French

and mathematics… We’ve been friends

since we were teenagers, she’s like a

sister  to  me  and  we  work  on  the

shows together.

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  And  what

about  Ma  Mère  l’Oye?

Thierry  de  Mey:  This  work  was  an

amazing  experience.  Many  dancers

and  choreographers  came  to  the

woods  to  dance  and  improvise  this

famous  classic  ballet  based  on  a

childish  story,  using  the  green

element,  nature.  I  was  interested in

working on dancers’  imagination,  on

their capability to express themselves,

for example when they see Pinocchio

in the wood, or when Rebecca Murgi

plays the role of an evil witch, or when

a  branch  with  leaves  becomes  a

backbone and finally a human body; it

is  a  strong  link  with  nature.  We

worked on it  for  a  whole  year  with

dancers  practicing  every  kind  of

dance,  and  the  question  was:  “How

can  we  dance  the  contemporary

dance  nowadays?”.

Then, I worked on a video-installation,

a  “photograph”  with  many  tools,

without music,  and I  presented it  at

Venice Biennial in 2002: Deep in the

wood . There will be a development of

this  work:  we will  present it  for  the

first time in France in 2009, where we

think  we  will  follow  the  orchestra.

Today, it is possible to edit a film live,

so I can do whatever I want. Music is

free  and  I’ll  follow  the  dancers:  in

Italian it is called EchiVoci, that means

voices  of  the  same  importance  .

Dance is as important as music, dance

will accompany the orchestra.

I’d  like  to  film  something  about  La

Vals de Ravel and a work by Luciano

Berio, based on the folk Sicilian music

that I love… I love that region, it has a

particular  intensity.  I  love  Sicily  and

Piedmont too, with those paddy fields

similar  to  the  Flanders,  and  also

Polverigi that represents an essential

period of my life.

.

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  So,  are  we
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going to meet there?

Thierry de Mey: Yes, it’s time to go to

Polverigi, a sort of pilgrimage.

Massimiliano  Schiavoni:  Thank  you

Thierry  and  good  job  .

Thierry  de  Mey:  Thank  you and see

you.
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Some Days For Digital Inclusion
Gigi Ghezzi

B e t h  K o l k o

<http://bethkolko.com/index.php>  is

a n  A s s o c i a t e  P r o f e s s o r  o f

Technological  Communication at the

D e p a r t m e n t  o f  T e c h n i c a l

Communication  at  the  University  of

Washington .

After  dealing  with  verbal  speech

r h e t o r i c  i n  g e n e r a l  a n d  w i t h

communities in digital environments,

she shifted her attention to the idea of

diversity  in  technology,  studying

cultural  technological  transfer

phenomena in  developing countries.

Her  goal  is  analysing  not  only  the

difficulties  of  innovation  in  those

countries,  but  mainly  how  these

countries,  when  dealing  with  the

larger quantity of information coming

from  communication  networks,

compensate for the lack of services,

infrastructures and software thanks to

innovative practices.

Her approach took the shape of the

five-year  Central  Asia  +  Information

and  Communication  Technologies

project,  funded  by  National  Science

Foundation  for  1.23  million  dollars.

T h r o u g h  a  w i d e  r a n g e  o f

methodologies, the project takes into

consideration  the  profiles  of  use  of

new  technologies  by  users  who

operates  in  environments  with

multilingualism and low literacy skills.

In a more macro-social  view, it  sets

the goal of studying the impact of ICT

(Information  and  Communication

Technologies), within the limits of use

and adjustment, in some countries of

Central  Asia,  such  as  Kazakhstan  ,

K y r g y z s t a n  ,  T a j i k i s t a n  ,  a n d

Uzbekistan .  Latest developments of

the project can be found on the blog

C A I C T  (

http://depts.washington.edu/caict/b

log/index.html  ), while some results

from  the  period  2006-2007  are

available  on  the  website.
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The project is a cluster named Design

for  Digital  Inclusion  (DDI)  ,which

develops  in  two  different  thematic

areas: the first, Mobile Social Software

i n  R e s o u r c e  C o n s t r a i n e d

Environments , deals with the “social

uses”  of  network  integrated  mobile

phones in the remotest rural regions

(we  talk  about  MoSoSo,  i.e.  mobile

social  software),  with  a  special

a t t e n t i o n  o n  t h e  t e l e p h o n e

dissemination  of  information  related

to  working  resources  and  medical

assistance.

The research modality is mainly that

o f  i n t e r v i e w s  t o  e x p e r t s  i n

educational,  medical  and  economic

systems,  analysing  a  prearranged

sample  of  mobile  regular  users,

selected during the elaboration phase

of the project.  The second thematic

area,  named Games and Developing

Regions , analyses the youth cultures

of  videogames.  If,  on  one  side,  the

development  of  new  transnational

platforms and consoles contributes to

the  development  of  global  use

modalities,  on  the  other  acts  as

catalyst for innovations of use in the

fruition of products, so that we could

talk  about  a  “support  function”  of

v ideogames  in  technologica l

development ,  s t i l l  ana lys ing

everyth ing  with in  the  actua l

infrastructural  l imits  of  those

countries.  

.

Kolko’s studies represent one of the

most  interest ing  appl icat ion

developments  that  Science  and

Technology Studies  (STS)  underwent

in  the  last  decade.  It  is  no  more

enough to understand the “innovation

potent ia l ”  of  communicat ion

technologies,  but  it  is  necessary  to

understand  also  its  importance,  its

possible variations, and its alternative

and  unexpected  uses;  when  the

enthusiasm  of  global  instantaneous

communication  will  diminish,  the

social  branches  of  science  and

communication will  have to back up

their theories with case studies.
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Kolko,  during  the  conference  of

f u t u r o l o g i s t s

P U S H ,

http://www.pushthefuture.org/HOM

E/tabid/36/Default.aspx>, mentioned

s o m e  e x p e r i e n c e s  i n  w h i c h

technologies we see as habitual and

not  extremely  innovative  (text

messages  for  example)  can  save

interesting  surprises  in  countries

whose  economic  and  f inancial

indicators identify as developing.

A  work  in  line  with  Kolko’s  ideas  is

Rober  Jensen’s,  whose  results  are

mentioned  in  the  article  “Mobile

Phones  and  Economic  Growth”,

p u b l i s h e d  T h e  E c o n o m i s t
www.economist.com/finance/display

story.cfm:  community  of  Indian

fishermen off  the coast  of  Northern

Kerala  set  the  price  of  the  catch,

thanks to text messages, on the basis

of  the  information  related  to  the

availability of that type of fish on the

general market.

.

Or the bank account and money

transfer experience through the

MPesa Sim Card M-Pesa Sim Card
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Tuned City: The Space Acoustic
Bertram Niessen

From 1st to 5th July, the first Tuned

City festival is taking place in Berlin; it

is one of the most important festivals

dealing with the relationship between

sound and space.

In  a  period  in  which  fest ivals-

showrooms that  are  similar  to  each

other  are  increasing  in  a  more  and

more alarming way, the organisers of

Tuned  City  decided  to  go  in  the

exactly opposite direction: instead of

choosing  a  bombastic  approach,

linked to the concept of “leisure”, they

opted for the construction of a route

of research and reflection lasting five

days, during which the public will be

encouraged to ask themselves a series

of questions about the sound worlds

in  which  they  live  and  about  the

relationship  between  these  sounds

and the urban space that  surrounds

them every day.

Berlin,  thanks  to  its  tradition  and

culture,  is  a  suitable  metropolitan

cradle (maybe it is the only one in the

world,  given  the  pervasivity  of  the

interventions by artists and the clear

willingness  to  grant  public  spaces),

which is able to look after and also to

wean the first “Tuned City” festival, an

ambitious and complex event. At the

same time, the quantity and quality of

the  invited  artists  and  theorists  is

really  impressive  and  it  could  even

wrong-foot the incautious laypeople,

who want to test their ability with the

programme. For this reason, we have

preferred  to  present  Tuned  City  by

talking  directly  with  one  of  its

organisers  (the  person  in  charge  of

the  performances),  the  musician

Derek Holzer, who was interviewed by

Claudia D’Alonzo in the February issue

30 of “Digimag” after his performance

with Sara Kolster at Netmage 08, but

also  an  expert  of  sound  art  and

sound-environment-technology

relationships,  as  he  showed  in  a

brill iant  way  during  the  days  of

workshop  which  were  overseen  by

him for Club Transmediale 2008 (one

of the really interesting and successful

moments  during  the  last  festival  in

Berlin).
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Bertram  Niessen:  Can  you  tell  us

something more about the artists you

invited?

Derek Holzer: There are more than 50

artists  involved  in  the  Tuned  City

p r o g r a m ,  e i t h e r  i n  c r e a t i n g

installations  or  giving  performances,

presentations or workshops. It would

be very difficult to describe each one,

and the process by which we arrived

at  the  decision  to  invite  them!  But

since I’m responsible for most of the

performance  program,  I  can  speak

about that area the best.

Bertram Niessen:  OK.  What is,  then,

the planning approach that is behind

the choice and the organisation of the

performances?

Derek  Holzer :  When  we  started

considering  works  being  made

relating  sound  and  architecture

together,  and  especially  once  we

started  to  receive  submissions  of

works  from  artists,  we  started  to

notice  that  many  fit  together  into

certain  groups–certain  approaches

towards sound and space which were

common to many of them. You have

the artists that want to play tones or

noise into a space and play with the

acoustic  reflections or  reverb of  the

space. Then you have the ones who

want to activate objects or structures

in the space to produce sound.  The

field recording

approach  is  also  quite  common:  to

make  recordings  of  one  space  and

play it back in another. And finally you

have  works  in  the  public  sphere…

provocations,  interventions  or

subliminal  messages  placed  in  city

streets, squares or tunnels. So based

on  our  own  experiences  with  the

artists  whose  work  we  know  and

t h o s e  w e  h a v e  w o r k e d  w i t h

personally, as well as some of those

who sent proposals to the open call,

we  started  to  select  outstanding

examples  f rom  each  of  these

categories.

.

Bertram Niessen: Let’s begin with the
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first typology�

Derek  Holzer:  The  opening  night

features Scot Arford and Randy Yau,

two  Americans  who  have  been

working  in  the  field  of  sound  art,

performance  and  noise  for  a  long

time.  I’m  quite  excited  to  have  the

chance to invite them, since

I’ve  been  hearing  about  them  in

certain  circles  for  many  years  now.

Their “Infrasound” work is perhaps one

of the most powerful examples of the

idea of filling a space with pure sound

and  making  a  powerful  physical

effect.  I’m personally very interested

in sound works which affect the body,

and  that  focus  on  this  physicality,

rather than being

merely cerebral or “clever”. The Dutch

duo  BMB  con.  (Roelf  Toxopeus  and

Justin  Bennett)  will  also  stage  an

improvised action that evening. Their

work  is  consistently  unpredictable,

and they approach each location and

setting they perform in with the same

energy and humor.

Bertram Niessen: And what about the

starting of sounds in the spaces?

Derek Holzer: Thomas Ankersmit and

Antoine  Chessex  are  two  of  my

personal  favorite  artists  working

current ly  in  Ber l in .  Both  p lay

saxophone in  very  similar  and quite

different  ways,  often  using  circular

breathing  techniques  which  extend

their  playing  into  almost  endless

t o n e s .  O f t e n ,  t h e i r  l i v e  s o l o

performances  rely  on  powerful

amplif ication  and  electronics,

however  for  Tuned  City  we  asked

them to present their recently-formed

acoustic  duo.  This  performance  will

t a k e  p l a c e  a t  t h e  F u n k h a u s

Nalepastrasse,  the  old  East  German

radio recording studios, and they will

acoustically examine various rooms in

the hall,  from the small instrumental

recording  rooms  to  the  massive

o r c h e s t r a  h a l l ,  a n d  u s e  t h e i r

saxophone  drones  to  map  out  the

resonances  and  reflections  of  the

building.

.

Bertram  Niessen:  If  you  read  the

programme,  what  strikes  is  the

section  which  is  devoted  to  public

spaces.

Derek  Holzer:  We  strongly  felt  that

works  which  operate  in  the  public

sphere were very important, and the

d a y  w e  h a v e  s c h e d u l e d  f o r

Alexanderplatz (the central square of
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old  East  Berlin)  gave  an  excellent

opportunity to explore different ways

of working this way. We approached

German  software  musician  Antye

Greie (better known as AGF) with the

idea  of  performing  over  the  public

address  system  of  the  new  Alexa

shopping mall, and she was delighted

with  the  idea!  Her  electronic  music

has  always  been  filled  with  spoken

texts,  many  of  which  relate  to  the

experience of growing up in the East

Germany and the shock of the arrival

of Western capitalism. So we couldn’t

imagine a more ideal setting. Also on

this day, the art-hacker group Farmers

Manual  will  present  their  “Bucky

Media”  project:  two  8  meter  high

metal-frame spheres,  which respond

to  the  audience’s  moving  them

around.

Architects love (or hate!) Buckminster

Fuller, and the sight of these massive

metal  balls  getting  rolled  around  a

public  square  and  emitting  these

insane noises should really make a big

impression on them! Also on that day,

UK “electromystic” Martin Howse will

conduct an electronic seance near the

former site of the Palais der Republik,

a Communist-era building for culture

which  was  recently  demolished.  He

will  drill  through the  pavement  and

pound long

rods into the earth, tapping them with

an  amplifier  and  a  speaker  in  an

a t t e m p t  t o  h e a r  w h a t  t h e

architectural  ghosts  of  the  Palais

might  have  to  say.

Bertram  Niessen:  And  here  we  can

talk about the core of ” Tuned City “,

the relationship with architecture and

buildings�

Derek  Holzer:  Another  artist  with  a

history  of  powerful,  physical  works

with sound and space is  Mark Bain.

We  invited  him  already  for  the

preview event  last  February  at  Club

Transmediale,  and during  that  week

he  negotiated  with  architect  Arno

Brandlhuber  and  the  f i rm  b&k

architects  to  make  a  permanent

installation in a new building of theirs.

This project, BUG, references the old

East  German  Stasi  surveil lance

techniques on an architectural scale.

Bain will  place geological  sensors  in

the foundations of the building,  and

provide  headphone  jacks  in  each

room so that occupants can listen in

to the sounds of the building, whether

that be footsteps, mechanical noise or

the sound of cars passing in the street

or  the  UBahn  which  runs  directly

underneath  the  building.  And  on  a

smaller scale, Will Schrimshaw will use

h i s  “ L i t t l e  H e l p e r s ” ,  s m a l l

microprocessor-controlled motors, to

resonate objects and structures in the

various event locations, acting like a

kind of sonic signpost guiding the way

to the performances and symposiums

taking place.
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Bertram Niessen: And what about the

most  “traditional”  sector  of  the

relationship  between  sound  and

spaces,  that  of  field  recordings?

Derek  Holzer:  Naturally,  the  area  of

field  recording  is  well-represented.

We  asked  Rinus  van  Alebeek  if  he

would like to organize an edition of

his Berlin institution Das Kleine Field

Recordings  Festival,  which  he  has

been running almost monthly with no

budget  to  speak  of  for  three  years

now. This will take place outdoors, at

a disused train station which is being

renovated from urban wasteland into

a  park.  And  for  the  closing  night,

legendary  field-recordist,  BBC

soundman  and  former  Cabaret

Voltaire  member  Chris  Watson  will

give a live performance with BJ Nilsen

of  their”Storm”  project,  which  takes

field  recordings  of  powerful  storms

from  Br i ta in  and  Sweden  and

spatializes  them  through  the  big

concert hall of the Nalepastrasse. We

also  invited  Chris  Watson  to  give  a

workshop, where the participants will

explore the day and night time sounds

of  the  city  of  Berlin  with  him,  and

present a multichannel installation of

their work at the end.

And finally, Estonian-based American

sound artist John Grzinich will screen

his  “Sound  Fi lms”  as  a  running

installation.  Grzinich  has  recorded

countless hours of sound explorations

in  Estonia,  Latvia  and  Portugal  to  a

video  camera,  and  the  often  static

visual settings where the sounds take

place are often contrasted by a very

active  sonic  environment  picked  up

by  sensitive  microphones,  hopefully

encouraging  people  to  listen  more

closely to their own environments.

Bertram Niessen: What is, instead, the

work that is the least easy to define

among those you suggest?

Derek  Holzer:  Perhaps  the  artist

whose work for Tuned City least fits

into  our  preconceived  categories  is

Jacob  Kirkegaard.  His  “Labyrinthitis”

piece works with tones generated by

his  own  ears  dur ing  a  medical

examination, and which can produce

a sympathetic resonance in the ears

of  the  audience.  I’ve  always  been

interested in the architecture of  the

body as well, and this piece highlights

the  ro le  of  the  l i s tener  in  the

production  of  sound,  taking  them

from  a  passive  position  into  a  very

active  state  where  the  sound  they
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h e a r  i s  i n  f a c t  c o m i n g  f r o m

themselves. Of course there are many

more  artists,  performances  and

installations in the program, as a quick

glance at the program on the website

or in the catalog shows!.

.

Bertram Niessen: The festival involves

many different spaces.  How did you

choose them?

Derek  Holzer:  This  is  really  my own

take on it, but it’s all too common for

academic  conferences  to  discuss

things  without  having  any  genuine

connection  to  the  things  they  are

discussing. Perhaps it’s in the name of

“scientific  objectivity”,  but  Brazilian

rainforests get discussed in London or

New York, punk or noise music gets

discussed  by  e lbow-patched

professors who have never been to an

underground  concert  in  their  life,

open source software gets discussed

in  Microsoft  Word  and  Powerpoint

files, and architecture gets discussed

in boring little white classrooms with

ugly  fluorescent  lights  and  bad

acoustics.  So  we  really  wanted  to

“break  down  the  conventional

conference  format”  by  staging  the

lectures  and  performances  in  the

kinds of spaces that architects really

work  in  and  on:  construction  sites,

r e n o v a t e d  b u i l d i n g s ,  u r b a n

wastelands,  public  squares  and

buildings  which  were  designed  for

specif ic  acoustic  features  and

purposes.

Some  of  the  locations  suggested

themselves out of certain needs, such

as the anechoic and echo chambers at

the  Technical  University,  or  out  of

specific  organizations  interested  in

hosting  specific  works,  such  as  the

installation at the Hamburger Bahnhof

M u s e u m  g a r d e n ,  t h e  w o r k s

commissioned  by  the  Singuhr

s o u n d a r t  g a l l e r y  f o r  t h e

Prenzlauerberg Water Reservoir or the

building which Mark Bain will wire up

with sensors and microphones.

But the decision to use several of the

locations was quite deliberate, based

on what we wanted to discuss during

each day. So the topics of discussion

on the day we occupy Alexanderplatz

will  center  around  questions  of

working in public space, urban space

and sonic experience and sound as a

system  of  social  communication.

Likewise, the next day in the disused

Wriezener  Bahnhof  train  station,

where tx architects are working with
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local  residents to design a city  park

which  responds  to  their  needs  and

interests, will focus on the design of

acoustic environments.

.

Perhaps  the  most  astonishing

architectural  work  featured  in  the

event is the Funkhaus Nalepastrasse.

This building was designed and built

in  the  1960′s  as  home  for  the  East

German  radio,  and  two  full  concert

halls  (one  small,  one  massive)  form

the core of this building. The rest of

the structure was engineered around

these  halls  as  a  kind  of  acoustic

buffer, to prevent outside noise from

trains or airplanes, for example, from

getting  in,  and  every  aspect  of  the

interior  design,  right  down  to  the

decorations on the wall  panels,  was

calculated  for  its  effect  to  absorb,

reflect or diffuse sound.

One  of  the  things  we  encountered

quite  often  when  speaking  with

architects about this project, was that

architects are highly visually-oriented,

and  not  very  well  educated  about

sound  and  acoustics,  preferring  to

leave this particular “pain in the ass” to

the acousticians, who come to clean

up  the  mess  with  panels  and  such,

later on. So to situate our final day in a

building whose entire purpose was to

sound  good  and  to  produce  good

sound,  is  a  powerful  statement that

acoustic  design  should  not  be

relegated  to  a  secondary  role,  but

rather  should be an integral  part  of

the  architectural  process  from  the

beginning.  

www.tunedcity.de/
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Nico V From Close Up
Silvia Scaravaggi

Nico, I don’t know what you think, but
I quite liked the interview with Tom
Waits, or rather the auto-interview,
which was published a little time ago
on the Corriere della Sera . Possibly,
when in front of an artist, questions
are often bounding, you always talk
about the same things�There, I would
avoid doing that with you.

Important  magazines  in  the  field,

influential  critics,  successful  artists

have  already  talked  about  Nico

Vascellari, pointing him out as one of

the  best  artists  of  promise  in  the

Italian creative panorama and one of

the  most  original  protagonist,

destined  to  get  on  in  life.

Born in Vittorio Veneto ( Treviso ) in

1976, at present he is one of the artists

presented by  the  Monitor  Gallery  in

Roma,  one  of  the  most  interesting

galleries attentive to the research in

contemporary  art .  Act ive  and

ubiquitous performer, founder of the

noise-punk  band  With  Love,  he

skilfully mixes physical presence and

conceptual  elements.  He stands  out

as an artist that works with materiality

and  sound,  b lended  wi th  the

installation and visual aspect of art. In

his  works,  he  achieves  the  co-

presence  and  collision  between

different  media,  which  represent

different  potentials  in  conditions  of

co-presence and dissonance.  Thanks

to  his  abi l ity  for  inclusion  and

stratification,  Vascellari’s  works  are

already  part  of  key  collections  and

have  been  presented  at  prestigious

venues, such as the Biennale in Venice

,  the  MAN  in  Nuoro,  Viafarini  and

Spazio  Lima  in  Milan  ,  the  Tent  in

Rotterdam  ,  the  Palazzo  del le

Esposizioni in Rome , the MAMbo in

Bologna and many more.

In short, Vascellari has already made

his way in life (from the Fondazione
Ratti , to the New York Award , from

the  Biennale  in Venice, to the Italian
Academy  at Columbia University), but

we decided to make a clean sweep of

critiques,  positive  or  negative,  of  all

the opinions and comments  on him
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going around in the world of art.

.

Nico Vascellari‘s approach is genuine

and spontaneous, sat at a café on the

occasion  of  Riccione  TTV  ,  we

examine  the  reasons  that  generate

artworks,  how  an  artist  grasps  the

needs of his time, where this creative

immediacy, which feeds on work and

passion,  instinct  and  consciousness,

comes from. Because, at thirty, in Italy

, you can come out�

Silvia  Scaravaggi:  How is  your  work

born, where does it come from?

Nico  Vascellari:   My  work  usually

generates from a lack, an absence. A

great circle (2003-2004) was definitely

my beginning. What I do comes from

an inner need, always and anyway

Silvia Scaravaggi:  What you do is very

deep, very visceral�

Nico Vascellari:  Yes, but not only. My

works are often the result of projects

developed  for  years.  This  research

often  generates  actions  too,  as  for

example in A Great Circle, Cuckoo or

Revenge  .  Actions  that  consume  in

the space of few minutes.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Nico, let’s talk about

your newest performance Revenge ,
presented at the Biennale  in Venice

(which  we  already  talked  about  in

Digimag  No.  27,  in  an  article  by

M a s s i m o  S c h i a v o n i ) .  I n  t h e

meanwhile,  Revenge  has  undergone

metamorphoses and, at the TTV, you

presented the video version that you

developed after the Biennale , with an

ad  hoc   schedule  with  four  l ive

performances.  How  was  this  idea

born?

Nico  Vascellari:  I  wanted  the  first

presentation of the video to maintain

some  of  the  peculiarities  of  the

performance. This video is a complete

artwork, an artwork on itself, it has its

autonomy and strength. I don’t worry

about documentation, even if in this

case,  the  video  in  a  real  video-

installation,  with  a  projection  on  a

wooden  panel  that  is  painted  and

then burnt.
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Photo: courtesy TTV festival

Silvia Scaravaggi: The original idea for

Riccione was thought for an open-air

location, in the area of the abandoned

Colonia Reggiana. The video and the

performers  among  the  tamarisks,

immersed in sand and water,  in the

darkness  of  the night.  How did you

conceive the interaction between the

video  of  Revenge  ,  painstaking  and

incisive, and the live show and sound

manipulation?

Nico  Vascellari:   I  try  as  much  as

possible  to  avoid  a  rhythmic  and

didactic  interaction  between  sound

and images. Kam Hassah, Ottaven and

WW have been working in these days,

using the sounds uttered by the video

to create something else

Silvia Scaravaggi: How did you work,

in particular, on the video of Revenge?

Nico Vascellari:  The video is made up

of images coming from three different

performances  within  my  installation

of the same title at the 

Biennale 

 in

Venice . The performances were shot

with three different cameras. Besides,

the  video  alternates  images  and

sounds that were recorded when the

installation  wasn’t  still  open  to  the

public.
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Silvia Scaravaggi: The audience is an

essential  part  of  your  happenings.

What  do  you  think  the  audience

understands  of  your  works?

Nico  Vascellari:  I  don’t  concentrate

much on the audience, I focus more

on the art work. Though, the reaction

of the audience is definitely essential.

But, in order to produce a significant

artwork,  I  try  not  to  think  much  at

what the audience “would like” from

me, but rather I  concentrate on the

work and what I want it to express

Silvia Scaravaggi: Is there more reply

to your work in Italy or abroad?

Nico  Vascellari:  Actually,  I  can’t

answer  this  question,  but  I  imagine

that in Italy there must be some reply,

if we’re talking about it�

Silvia Scaravaggi: How much has the

experience gained at the Department

of  Design  at  Fabrica   and  at  the

C o u r s e  i n  V i s u a l  A r t s  a t  t h e

Fondazione Ratti  helped your artistic

education?

Nico Vascellari:  It was not experience,

it was growth. I’ve been lucky to arrive

at  Fabrica   and  at  the  Fondazione
Ratti  .  Both  experiences  have  been

important  and  wonderful.  Mainly,

meeting  Jimmy  Durham  during  the

course at the Fondazione Ratti .

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: In your opinion, why

is  your  work  appreciated  and  why

not? I’m not going to ask you what is

the meaning of Revenge  according to

you�but let me understand it.

Nico Vascellari:  I have no idea of why

and, believe me, whenever I suppose

a why I immediately try to forget it.

Art must come from inside.

www.riccioneteatro.it/ttv/subsection.

php?subsez=57
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www.riccioneteatro.it/ttv/approfond imenti_sub.php?subsez=67
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Rob Kennedy: Hapless, Helpless And Hopeless
Monica Ponzini

T h e r e  a r e  s e v e r a l  e s s e n t i a l

requirements for Rob Kennedy works,

Scottish artist fascinated by language

problems;  for  example  separating

“sound/image”  signifier  from  its

immediate  meaning,  sectioning  and

assembling minimum unity to search

for  unexpected  associations  or

unpredictable semantic locations.

His  last  work,  Hapless,  Helpless  and

Hopeless,  is  a  video  created  in

collaboration  with  musician  Peter

Dowl ing,  rea l ized  assembled

advert is ing  extract  c l ips.  The

experiment  tests  the  possibility  to

redefine  grammar  and  codes  that

dominate our communication media.

So here’s screaming children in their

nappies, beautiful women that shake

their fabulous hair, wonderful houses,

five-layers  hamburgers�  By  now  the

standard  database  of  advertise  is

integrant part of our everyday life � a

constant flux of 30 seconds clips that

only  have  one  goal:  tell  stories

through  images  to  make  us  buy

products .  We  use  to  see  them

e v e r y d a y ;  o u r  b r a i n s  a b s o r b

continuously those little put powerful

messages,  recording  their  meaning.

But  what  if  all  those  noses,  eyes,

mouth  and  hair  would  be  mixed,

looped, stopped in freeze frame in a

continuous  flow of  images?  What  if

w o r d s  a n d  s o u n d s  w o u l d  b e

dissociated  by  their  images  and

united  in  a  score?

If  language  is  a  system  of  arbitrary

symbols organized following the rules,

what  happens  if  an  artist  tries  to

shuffle  the  cards?  Nonsense?  Total

aphasia?  Or  is  i t  maybe  a  new

grammar,  an improvised syntax that

produces a different but valid chain of

meanings? This last statement is the

base  of  Rob  Kennedy  work,  who

explores  limits  and  possibilities

offered by mixing,  manipulation and

messages  elaborations  with  sound

artists  and  composers  to  redefine

codes inside different structures, even

if  they’re  not  less  sensible  than  the

ones  we’re  used  to  (and  somehow

addicted).
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Rob  Kennedy  invited  the  American

artist  Peter  Rose,  a  veteran  of

deconstruction  of  meanings,  mostly

verbal  ones,  to  present  his  video at

Location  One  gallery  in  New  York.

T o g e t h e r ,  t h e y  a l t e r n a t e d

performances and videos, dismantling

t h e  g r i l l s  o f  t h e  s t a n d a r d

communication  in  a  mix  of  words,

images and sounds. At the end of the

presentation,  Rob  Kennedy  talked

with  us  about  his  work.

Monica  Ponzini :  What  was  the

inspiration  for  this  work?  Why  you

decided to use advertising footage?

Rob Kennedy: This is part of a three-

piece  work.  I  worked  with  three

separate  composers  and  trying  to

work in away that was improvised -in

the sense of how musicians tend to

improvise- and see if it was possible

to  do  that  kind  of  thing,  but  using

video as well.  The idea was to take

some kind of  structure  of  television

production:  one  is  advertisement,

another  one  is  generic  English

fictional drama, another one is much

more  based  on  human  relationship

with television. It was an attempt to

look at the conventions of television

production, understand if you can use

this  kind  of  material  for  something

else,  that  bypasses  the  normal

television  dialectic  �  that  has  a

beginning, a middle and an end and is

all about the product. Is there a way

of  using  the  language  with  some

other kind of grammar attached to.

Monica Ponzini:  Why did you decide

to  work  with  television-related

material?

Rob  Kennedy :  It ’s  a  continuous

structure, is such an all-invasive kind

of construction, and it’s in everybody’s

life,  it  has  a  familiarity,  but  also  a

denseness, there’s so much “stuff” in

it, that’s why I wanted to work with it.

.

Monica  Ponzini :  Why  are  you  so

fascinated  by  language  and  its

rielaboration?
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Rob Kennedy: Really to find out what

other ways there are of  using these

materials. In this case, TV is something

that is constantly coming into my life,

so I asked myself if there was a way I

could take that information and reuse

it,  remake  it  into  a  language  that  I

understand a bit  more,  that is  more

acceptable to me.

Monica Ponzini:  More in general,  do

you  think  we’re  going  toward  a

fragmentation  of  language,  through

TV and the Internet?

Rob  Kennedy:   It’s  fragmented  to

some degree, but it’s also set within a

bigger  structure,  and  that  structure

b e c o m e s  p o w e r f u l ,  m a d e  o f

conventions. If you can venture out of

those conventions, maybe it’s possible

for  other  things  to  happen,  not

necessarily  predictable.

Monica  Ponzini:  Do  you  think  we’re

going toward a culture of remixing, as

a lot of critics say?

Rob Kennedy: It’s been going on for a

long  time.  I  haven’t  used  a  camera

myself in a piece of work for maybe

five years. Every image that is possible

to make is already out there. The only

thing that changes is the relationship

between  images,  between  images

and sounds,  between sounds.  Is  the

way we put things together,  or  pull

them apart and reput back together

that changes.
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.

M o n i c a  P o n z i n i :  And  what  about

language?

Rob  Kennedy :  Well ,  language  �

whether literal or whether language of

pictures or language of sounds � is just

another convention, another structure

that used to communicate ideas. It’s

very limited in what it can do, and yet

o u r  l i v e s  a r e  r u n  b y  t h e s e

conventions…  but  if  you  can  work

outside  of  them,  there  are  other

opportunities,  that  aren’t  noticeable

otherwise. 

www.location1.org/
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Genius Loci Upon Palmaria Island
Annamaria Monteverdi

On  31st  July  2008  opens  the  first

edition of Genuis Loci, environmental

art  exhibition  managed  by  Federica

Forti and set up on Palmaria isle. Porto

Venere and Alps is a marvelous frame

of  this  suggestive  exhibition  that

proposes  as  reference  point  for  the

young  contemporary  (and  also

electronic)  art.

Promoted by the cultural association

Ars  gratia  Artis,  Genius  Loci  is  the

starting  point  for  an  ambitious

program that wants to become a fix

appointment  for  the  general  public.

Palmaria  and  its  Batteria  Umberto  I

are the chosen location to welcome

the  emergent  artists  invited  to

dialogue with a unique environmental

context.  Artwork  and  environment

intertwine  inside  site-specific

projects.  L ive  electronics  and

technologic theatre events realized in

collaboration with Backstage Café will

highl ight  the  exhibit ion  every

Saturday,  from  2nd  August  to  13th

September.  There  are  two  sections:

CRACK!LIVE ELECTRONICS, managed

by Anna Maria Monteverdi,  and PER

FORMA  ATTIVA,  by  Francesca

Sommovigo. Dance, electronic theatre

and  music  wil l  accompany  the

exposition.

Stefano Cagol are the special guest of

the  event.  Lisa  Batacchi,  Luca  Bray,

Grazia  Cantoni,  Andrea  Chiodo,

Giovanni  De  Gara,  Raffaello  Gori,

Sibylle  Pasche,  Niccolò  Poggi,

F r a n c e s c o  R i c c i  a n d  C a r m e n

Tornaboni are the selected artists for

the  first  edition  of  Genius  Loci.  All

t h o s e  n a m e s  a r e  p o o l e d  b y

interdisciplinary expressive researches

that  confront  their  selves  with

territory,  locations  and  surrounding

environment.  Giovanni  De  Gara  is

architect and painter, Niccolò Poggi is

des igner ,  Graz ia  Cantoni  i s  a

photographer  specialized  in  site-

specific  installations,  Luca  Bray  and

Raffaello  Gori  are  painters,  Andrea

Chiodo  is  painter,  video  maker  and

musician,  Francesco  Ricci  is  painter

and  works  with  environmental

installations, Lisa Batacchi is an artist
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who  worked  in  fashion  world,  for

example  in  London  for  Vivienne

Westwood,  and  Sibylle  Pasche  and

Carmen Tornaboni are sculptress.

.

Conceived  in  an  itinerant  way,  the

exposition open with an installation of

Sybi l le  Pasche:  s ix  marmoreal

sculptures realized for the exhibition

and  collocated  near  the  Molo  del

Terrizzo,  point  of  docking  for  ships.

Way  up  to  the  path  that  leads  to

Batteria Umberto I, the installation of

Francesco  Ricci,  inspired  to  the

military  identity  of  the  isle,  Grazia

Cantoni’s Ometti, location of stop-off

and  reflection,  then  iron  wire  and

recycled  material  sculpture  by

Carmen  Tornaboni  and  the  organic

sculpture of Niccolò Poggi. The work

of Giovanni  De Gara,  a reflection on

unaware turism, is near the Batteria.

Inside the Batteria, paintings of Luca

B r a y  a n d  R a f f a e l l o  G o r i ,  t h e

installation  of  Lisa  Batacchi  on

memories  and  the  video-projection

Sinestesia  by  Andrea  Chiodo,  artist

that has been living since 20 years on

the  isle  and  that  reproduce  with

music, video and paint the emotions

of  the  “hermit”.  Stefano  Cagol  will

intervene  from  the  roof  of  the

Batteria,  where is  work  proposes  to

upturn  the  intrinsic  function  of  the

fortress:  the memory of  the military

function  exalts  its  new  identity  of

exposition centre.

.

Backstage  Café  events  are  divided

into  two  sections.  The  first  one  is

cRack! LIVE ELECTRONICS ideated by

Anna Monteverdi, who invited Motus,

O t o l a b ,  G i a c o m o  V e r d e  a n d

Badsector.  This  section is  developed

o n  t h e  i d e a  o f  a r t  a s  r u m o r ,

interference, chipping and infiltration.

Original  electronic  positions  where

sound/visual  narration  is  assembled

live,  on  four  laptops,  technologic

performance and theatrical action of

great immersive impact. The scenery

proposed  for  cRack!  goes  from

experimental electro to techno, from
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dub  to  noise  to  industrial  in  an

i n v o l v i n g  a n d  m i n d - b l o w i n g

connection  between  electronic

organism and natural environment.

The second section was managed by

Francesca  Sommovigo  and  entitled

PER FORMA ATTIVA. GESTI BIANCHI

IN TENSIONE DI PENSIERO. Kinkaleri,

Annal isa  Maggiani  and  Juomi

Kojoshioka  have  been  invited  as

dance,  word  and  video-dance  artists.

The location is  connoted as creative

research tension of  a  SHELTER with

the courage to reproduce in it  even

the ignorance and the loud agitation

of  the  desecrate  world,  in  a  path

created by art, that goes from earthly

to never-ending beauty.

.

A real isle, an animated public in

opposition to empty chaos of the

stagnating thought, to transcend a

choc and turning upside down the

literary necessity to have a desert isle

to search, to desire as alternative

World. Events compared to moon

landing. Existence attempts. 

www.geniusloci2008.org
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Link index

Lights And Sounds At Sonarama 2008

http://www.sonar.es

Future Past Cinema: Sonarmatica 2008

http://www.sonar.es

Once Is Not Enough

http://www.0100101110101101.org

http://www.mnsi.net/%7Epwatkins/

http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Huyghe

http://www.milgramreenactment.org/

http://www.reakt.org/

http://www.aksioma.org

http://www.reakt.org/

Do It Yourself. From Punk To Web 3.0

Ludic Technology. Hacker Space Festival

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79MRgbWyaqA

http://www.tmplab.org/2008/06/18/consumer-b-gone

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPQ6yPr4Ueg

http://www.opera-calling.com/about

http://annalist.noblogs.org/

http://www.hackerspace.net

Brumaria, Militant Publishing

http://www.brumaria.net/erzio/publicacion/10.html
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The Artist As Artwork In Virtual World – Part 1

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/MMORPG

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/MUD_Object_Oriented

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counter-Strike

http://www.counter-strike.net/

http://www.rollingstonemagazine.it/page.php?ID=579

http://adaweb.walkerart.org/

http://www.thepalace.com/

http://adaweb.walkerart.org/project/homeport/

http://www.opensorcery.net/velvet-strike/

http://www.delappe.net/

http://www.simgallery.net/

Sonarcinema 2008. Music For The Eyes

http://www.thewire.co.uk/files.php?file=614&action=stream

http://www.pfaffenbichlerschreiber.org/en/FilmVideo/MOSAIKMÉCANIQUE

http://www.german-films.de/app/filmarchive/film_view.php?film_id=1490

http://www.myspace.com/whatthefuturesoundedlike

http://www.whatthefuturesoundedlike.com/

http://www.ems-synthi.demon.co.uk/

http://www.analogdays.com/

http://www.dubechoes.com/

http://www.partoftheweekendneverdies.com/
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http://www.audiodregs.com/

http://www.e--rock.com/

http://ascoltare.webeden.co.uk/#/gaeouija/4524167296

http://www.smallfish.co.uk/shop/release/?cat=GOODIEBOOK

http://www.myspace.com/goodiepal

http://www.musik-kons.dk/diem/goodiepal08.php

http://www.retroyou.org/

http://www.animalcharm.com/

http://youtube.com/user/therealanimalcharm

http://www.myspace.com/animalcharm

http://www.embryoroom.com/kuvaputki/

http://www.sixpackfilm.com/catalogue.php?oid=1613&lang=en

http://www.ondarock.it/recensioni/2006_agf.htm

http://www.solu.org/

Diba 2008: Cinema And Technology

http://www.dibafestival.com

http://www.dibaexpress.com

http://www.dibaexpressonline.com

Three Days With Sonar!

http://www.sonar.es

Node, A Bet Won

http://www.node-live.com
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Thierry De Mey: Music Movement

Some Days For Digital Inclusion

http://www.dibaexpressonline.com

http://www.node-live.com

http://www.pushthefuture.org/HOME/tabid/36/Default.aspx

http://www.economist.com/finance/displaystory.cfm?story_id=9149142

mailto:maxski@alice.it

Tuned City: The Space Acoustic

http://www.tunedcity.de/

Nico V From Close Up

http://www.riccioneteatro.it/ttv/subsection.php?subsez=57

http://www.riccioneteatro.it/ttv/approfondimenti_sub.php?subsez=67

Rob Kennedy: Hapless, Helpless And Hopeless

http://www.location1.org/

Genius Loci Upon Palmaria Island

http://www.geniusloci2008.org
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